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Summary 

Understanding the expected water demand is essential for many elements in the water cycle: 

for the design of distribution networks to supply enough water at a desired pressure to the 

customers, for the allocation of water demand in hydraulic models to study the water 

quantity and quality during distribution, for design of installation in houses and non-

residential buildings, for design of stage tanks in grey water recycling and rain water 

harvesting systems, for the analysis of discharge characteristics, etc.  

The SIMDEUM Pattern Generator is developed within the Joint Research Programme of the 

Dutch Water companies and is now also available as Water-Use Info, a tool within 

Watershare®. This generator is based on SIMDEUM®, an end-use model to simulate 

residential and non-residential cold and hot water demand patterns. The generator 

simulates residential demand patterns and generates demand patterns for various non-

residential buildings, that can be used in various applications.  

This manual describes how to work with the SIMDEUM Pattern Generator, to obtain the 

demand patterns you need for your area and application. The manual is divided into three 

parts: 

PART I: How to get started with SIMDEUM Pattern Generator. 

PART II: SIMDEUM Pattern Generator for residential buildings. 

PART III: SIMDEUM Pattern Generator for non- residential buildings. 

 

The tool (and manual) is provided along with some demo files, that assists the user in 

understanding the tool. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Demand and discharge patterns 

Understanding the expected water demand is essential for many purposes. Water companies 

need this information for the design of distribution networks to supply enough water at a 

desired pressure to the customers. They also need this information in their hydraulic models 

to study the water quantity and quality during distribution. You can think of relevant quality 

aspects, as water age, water flows, flow direction reversals and sediment or contaminant 

propagation.  

For the design of drinking water installations in houses and buildings, estimations of the 

maximum required cold and hot water are required. Also for the selection of the type and 

capacity of heating systems a reliable estimate of hot water use is essential, for a hygienic 

and economic design. 

Climate changes, future perspectives on economic growth, demographic changes, legislation, 

sustainability issues can change the behaviour of humans with respect to water use. 

Moreover, they influence the use of luxurious applications, water-saving appliances, or 

different sanitation concepts, that also lead to differences in water use. Scenario studies are 

essential components in design and decision/policy. These studies are based on the 

expected water demands in each scenario. 

Knowledge of discharge patterns is essential in the design of sewerage systems. But also for 

the design of grey water recycling systems, you need to know the amount of wastewater 

from the shower and bath (light grey water (LGW)). When the temperature of the wastewater 

is known and the amount of nutrients, thermal energy and nutrients can potentially be 

harvested. The harvesting process will be more efficient with a good understanding of the 

quantity and the location and time of the various discharge flows. 

These applications require insight into the cold and hot water demand of a building or a 

district or in the characteristics of the drainage loads. SIMDEUM®, an end-use model to 

simulate residential and non-residential cold and hot water demand patterns, can provide 

this information. 

1.2 Background SIMDEUM®: simulating demand and discharge patterns 

SIMDEUM stands for "SIMulation of water Demand, an End-Use Model." It is a stochastic 

model based on statistical information of end uses, including statistical data on water 

regarding water use is modelled, taking into account the differences in installation and 

water-using appliances. This means that in each building, whether it is residential, like a 

house or apartment building, or non-residential, like an office, hotel or nursing home, the 

characteristics of the installed water-using appliances and taps are considered as well as the 

water-using behaviour of the occupants.  

For each person, the presence is modelled and when they use water and for which reason. 

The characteristics of each appliance are defined, like the flow rate, duration of use, 

frequency of use and the desired temperature. The duration and frequency may vary 

depending on the users: a teenager showers more frequently and longer than an elderly 
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person. Moreover, the duration, frequency and the desired temperature of an appliance 

depends on the type of appliance (e.g. particular type of washing machine) and the particular 

application. For example, a kitchen tap can be used for filling a glass (15 s, 0.167 l/s, 10°C) 

or for washing dishes (45 s, 0.25 l/s, 55°C).  

SIMDEUM calculates for each appliance at what time it is used, by whom and for which 

purpose. This results in a demand pattern for cold and hot water at each appliance. By the 

addition of the demand patterns of all appliances, the demand pattern of a house, office, 

hotel or nursing home is obtained. The characteristics of the users and the appliances are 

different for each type of building and are extensively described in Blokker et al. (2010 and 

2011). Measurements of cold and hot water patterns on a per second base in different types 

of buildings show that SIMDEUM renders a reliable prediction of both cold and hot water 

demand (Pieterse-Quirijns et al., 2013).  

to the reason for which the water is used and at what 

temperature this water needs to be. Therefore, it also provides information of the 

wastewater quantity, temperature and quality that will leave the building through the sewage 

system (e.g. shower water at 35°C with soap residue, or toilet water at 15°C with medicines, 

hormones and nitrates). This information is applied to transform SIMDEUM from a demand 

model into a discharge model (Hofman et al., 2014; Bloemendal et al., 2014). 

 

SIMDEUM simulates the cold and hot water demand patterns, based on 

the water using behaviour of the occupants and on the characteristics of 

the appliances in the building. 

can be used for discharge characteristics, as 

quantity, temperature and quality of wastewater. 

 

1.3 Tool for demand patterns for residential and non-residential buildings: 

SIMDEUM Pattern Generator 

1.3.1 SIMDEUM Pattern Generator for residential buildings 

The SIMDEUM Pattern Generator (SPG) for residential buildings simulates demand patterns 

based on knowledge of the occupants and appliances. This knowledge is a required input to 

the SPG. The SPG for residential buildings is flexible for the input of own, country specific 

data. It is no problem if only average frequencies of use are known, the probability functions 

are already given in the SPG. 

The SPG simulates the water demand with the given data of a specific area or scenario. The 

outcome of the SPG is simulated demand patterns on one second base for 5 weekdays and 2 

weekenddays. The outcome can be used for several purposes: 

 Patterns of cold water for hydraulic models 

 Patterns of cold and hot water for design purposes: 

o Design of pipelines for water supply 

o Design of hot water systems 
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o Design of alternative sanitation: grey water systems or rainwaterharvesting. 

Patterns of cold and hot water demand at each tap. 

 Scenario studies: patterns to investigate the consequences in water demand for 

. 

 

1.3.2 SIMDEUM Pattern Generator for non-residential buildings 

The SIMDEUM Pattern Generator (SPG) for non-residential buildings generates demand 

patterns based on a demand pattern library for a number of non-residential users. The 

demand pattern library is deterministic in nature. This makes the SPG for non-residential 

buildings not flexible for other input data on users or appliances. When you want a flexible 

input, you can contact KWR, to apply SIMDEUM for your specific wishes for a non-residential 

building. 

The demand pattern library is developed using SIMDEUM in combination with measured 

water demands of specific building categories. The library consists of normalised patterns 

for several categories of non-residential users on a time basis of 5 minutes, 15 minutes and 

1 hour. The categories in the library are offices, hotels, nursing homes, schools/education, 

dining rooms, shops, recreation, sports facilities and swimming pools. Within some of these 

categories a subdivision is created for specific users. Combining multiplier patterns available 

in the library, with measured yearly water use for the user, a specific demand pattern for that 

non-residential building is created. 

The demand pattern library is validated for three districts with variable characteristics: a 

rural district, a residential area with a promenade and a city with a wide variety of non-

residential users. For all districts a demand pattern for a weekday and a weekend day was 

composed with the normalised patterns available in the library, together with measured 

yearly water use for each user. The predicted demand patterns fall within the variation of the 

measured demand pattern of the three districts (Pieterse-Quirijns and Van de Roer, 2013). 

In the SPG for non-residential buildings, the user can select the typical category and insert 

the yearly measured water use. The SPG then generates a demand pattern for that specific 

user during a weekday and during a weekendday. The outcome can be used for several 

purposes: 

 Patterns of cold water for hydraulic models. 

 Patterns of cold water for design purposes: design of pipelines for water supply. 

 

1.4 Discharge patterns 

SIMDEUM calculates for each appliance at what time it is used, by whom and for which 

purpose. This determines the applied flow rate, desired temperature and duration of use. 

The insight into water demand at the detailed level of an appliance, also gives information 

on the quantity and characteristics of the water that is discharged by that appliance.  

When we only look to the discharge quantity, we know that in some cases the discharge 

intensity and duration is different from the demand. The discharges that are equal to the 

and shower. The discharge from WC, bath, washing machine, dishwasher and water for 

manual dish washing are different; the outside tap does not discharge to the residential 

sewer.  
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The frequency of discharge is equal to the frequency of the demand. The time of discharge 

is not always equal to the time of the demand. The bath tub can be emptied 10 minutes to 1 

hour after it is being filled. The intake and discharge of washing machine, dishwasher and 

emptying the sink after doing the dishes also shows a shift in time. 

On a very small time scale, the discharge pattern will be significantly different from the 

demand pattern. However, for a time scale of 15 minutes or larger, the discharge patterns 

will be similar to the demand patterns. This means that the patterns generated with the 

SIMDEUM pattern generator can be used as discharge patters for a timescale of 15 minutes. 

For smaller timescales and when you are interested in temperature and quality of the 

discharged water, you need another version of SIMDEUM: SIMDEUM for discharged water 

patterns, SIMSEM. Discharge patterns with these properties can be generated by KWR. 

 

1.5 Manual for SIMDEUM Pattern Generator: reading guide 

The SIMDEUM Pattern Generator is different for residential and non-residential buildings. 

Therefore this manual is divided into different parts: 

PART I: How to get started with SIMDEUM Pattern Generator. 

PART II: SIMDEUM Pattern Generator for residential buildings (chapter 3 to 8). 

PART III: SIMDEUM Pattern Generator for non- residential buildings (chapter 9 to 11). 

The manual is enclosed with a chapter of possible applications of the SIMDEUM Pattern 

Generator (chapter12) and a list of references and background information is presented in 

chapter 13. 
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2 Installation and start of SIMDEUM 

Pattern Generator 

2.1 Installation 

SIMDEUM Pattern Generator (SPG) gives information on the water demand and water 

discharge, in quantity as well as in quality. In Watershare, SPG forms a part of the tool called 

Water-Use Info. Through the website of Watershare, the software tool for Water-Use Info can 

be started (http://www.watershare.eu/). You need an account to login to the Watershare 

website. You can sign in at the right top corner of the screen.  

Water-Use Info: Understanding w ou enter 

an environment with information on the Water-Use Info tool, for example a movie, the 

manual, training possibilities, references with background information and cases describing 

the application of the tool in practice.  

To start working with the tool you choose the "launch" button. You enter the home screen of 

Water-Use Info, consisting of two parts (Figure 2-1). The first part  is a tool that facilitates 

the generation of a spg-file, that contains the import data for the residential version of the 

SPG. This part is described in section 5.3. The second part () is the button   Download SPG 

to download the SPG for both residential and non-residential water use. After saving the zip-

file, you can install the SPG by running the executable named 

SimdeumPatternGenerator.exe   

 

Figure 2-1 Home screen of Water-Use Info, consisting of a tool to generate a spg-file for residential 

water use and a button to install the SIMDEUM Pattern Generator. 

 

http://www.watershare.eu/
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2.2 Start SIMDEUM Pattern Generator 

To start the SPG for residential and non-residential water use, run the executable 

SimdeumPatternGenerator.exe Figure 

2-2). With the buttons at the bottom of the SPG you can choose for the SPG for households 

(chapter 3 to 8) or for the SPG for non-residential buildings (chapter 9 to 11). 

 

 

Figure 2-2 The home screen for the SIMDEUM Pattern Generator. 
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3 Structure of SIMDEUM Pattern 

Generator for residential 

buildings 

Figure 3-1 shows the structure of the SIMDEUM pattern generator (SPG) for residential 

Figure 2-2). It 

follows the logical steps you have to make to obtain the demand patterns that you need for a 

certain purpose: 

1. First you define (and collect) the characteristics of the users and the appliances, that 

are present in the specific area under consideration. How you can do this and which 

data you need are described in chapter 4 and chapter 5. 

2. When you have collected your data and saved them in the required format, you can 

perform a simulation. This is described in chapter 6. 

3. You can view the results of the performed simulation in the following step, 

described in chapter 7. 

4. You can export the simulation results to a format, that suits the desired application 

of the demand patterns. In chapter 8 you can find the information how to do this. 

5. Finally, you can apply the exported results in your application. Some application 

examples are described in chapter 12. 

The SPG is constructed in such a way, that you can carry out each step independently. This 

means that you can execute step 4, with stored simulation results. 

from scratch.  

 

Figure 3-1 Structure of the SIMDEUM Pattern Generator for residential buildings and the corresponding 

chapters of this manual.  
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4 Create area specific stats-file 

4.1 Introduction 

SIMDEUM calculates the cold and hot water demand patterns in a residential building, based 

on the water using behaviour of the occupants and on the characteristics of the appliances in 

the building. So, when you want to use the SPG to simulate demand patterns for a certain 

building or area, knowledge of the occupants and the expected or installed appliances is 

essential. The input datafile for the SPG contains information on both the users and the 

appliances in a fixed format, the so-called .spg-datafile.  

The data on users and appliances for residential buildings follow the stream as is shown in 

read .spg and save as .stats file Figure 4-1). The .spg files contain the 

data on users and appliances in a certain format. The SPG saves the data in two stats-files: a 

week.stats-file and a weekend.stats-file, that are used in the simulation procedure. You can 

view the contents in the stats-file and the average water use can be generated.  

The read .spg and save as .stats file screen is divided into three sections: 

1. Buttons to execute an action. 

2. Messages: this part of the screen gives messages on the execution of the action, 

whether the action is performed without errors or it gives an error-message. 

3. Section with explanations. 

In this chapter, we first describe which information and data are required as input for the 

SPG. Then, we describe how to create a stats.file from the spg.file, that is used in the 

simulation procedure. 

In the next chapter, we describe how the data can be organised in the required format for 

the SPG. We also include some .spg-files for standard or special houses or 

situations/scenarios. 

 

 

Figure 4-1 Data on users and appliances as input for simulation of demand patterns: Read .spg file and 

save as .stats file in the SIMDEUM Pattern Generator. 
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4.2 Required information on users and appliances in residential buildings for SPG 

The SPG is equipped with a number of demo-files, that have been downloaded during 

installation of the SPG. For the illustration of the required information on users and 

demo_house_manual_week  

4.2.1 View the required information on users and appliances through View stats file 

s Figure 4-1) and select the stats-file: 

demo_house_manual_week  The stats-viewer with the information on users (), taps 

() and hot water () then appears on the screen (Figure 4-2). 

 

 

Figure 4-2 View .stats-file with data on users (1), taps (2) and hot water (3) for residential building, and 

the average water use (4). 

 

 

4.2.2 Information on users in SPG ( in Figure 4-2) 

To simulate the water demand in a household, SIMDEUM needs to have information on the 

gives information 
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are at home, they can use water. When they are sleeping or when they are away, they cannot 

use any water. 

a) Household statistics 

Required information on household statistics 

Select the button Figure 4-3 appears. In this figure, you 

demo_house_manual_week  

 

Figure 4-3 Household statistics of the demo_house_manual_week.stats. 

 

 

Within the SPG three types of households are defined: one person households, two person 

(no children) households and families with children. In the centre you see that, in the 

example, 34% of the houses is a one person household (), 30% is a two person household 

() and 36% is a family (). The average number of people in the households is 2.3 (in 

purple). 

In the other parts of the figure, the statistics of the amount of people, the age, the gender 

and their occupation, are presented for each household. Four categories exist for age: 

children (0-12 years), teenagers (13-18 years), adults (19-64 years) and seniors (> 65 years). 

The information present in Figure 4-3 is summarised in Table 4-1. The colours correspond 

with the parts/sections in the figure. This information is required since the frequency and 

the duration of the use of an appliance can depend on the age of the persons. Teenagers for 

example shower longer and more frequently than a senior. 
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Table 4-1 Household statistics of the demo_house_manual_week.stats. 

 One person 

households 

Two person 

households 

Families with 

children 

Number of people per household 1 2 3.8 (on average) 

Number of households (%) 34 30 36 

Gender division: male/female (%) 46/54 50/50 in 95%  

in 5%: 3% male-

male and 3 % 

female-female 

50/50 

Age 

division 

(%) 

Children (0-12 years old) 0 0 25 

Teens (13-18 years old) 0 0 17 

Adults (19-64 years old) 

 

70 70 59 

Subdivision: % of adults 

with out-of-home job 

 Both persons: 49 Both parents: 39 

Male: 67.5 Only male: 26 Only father: 52 

Female: 52.4 Only female: 6 Only mother: 3 

 Neither person: 18 Neither parent: 5 

    

Seniors (> 65 years old) 30 30 0 

 

In the SPG, the maximum (average) size of households in a family is 5. This corresponds with 

the Dutch situation, where larger families are rare. When necessary, KWR can make 

adjustments on request for other situations (larger household size).  

 

How to obtain the required information on household statistics 

Household data differ for each region and for each country. In the Netherlands, CBS has a 

database with the required information for each city, and even for districts within a city. You 

can freely use this database through: http://www.cbsinuwbuurt.nl/#pageLocation=index. 

Statistics Netherlands (CBS) gives information on the number of households per area and the 

number of people, and their ages, within a household. CBS also gives information on gender 

and percentage occupation in the district. Also information on other characteristics of a 

district that can influence water use, can be obtained from CBS, like the number of 

immigrants, homeless people and people without income. 

Most countries have national statistics or even statistics per city. For example in the 

Netherlands, Amsterdam has its own statistical information on http://www.os.amsterdam.nl/. 

For countries in the Europian Union the following website links to national statistic offices: 

ec.europa.eu/Eurostat. 

 

  

http://www.cbsinuwbuurt.nl/#pageLocation=index
http://www.os.amsterdam.nl/
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b) Presence at home or time budget data 

Required information on time budget data 

Figure 4-4 appears. The figure shows 

for every age category (child, teen, adult and senior) and for different categories in 

occupation of the adults (work_ad and home_ad), characteristics of their time presence in 

demo_house_manual_week  

 Up: time the person gets up 

 Go: time of leaving the house 

 Away: the duration of being away (in hours) 

 Sleep: sleep duration (in hours) 

 

For example, in general, a teenager gets up at 7:00 during a weekday, leaves the house by 

8:15 and stays away for 8 hours. On average they sleep for 9 hours. 

 

 

Figure 4-4 The statistics of presence at home for demo_house_manual_week.stats. 

Human behaviour is predictable. It appears that the probability of water use is related to the 

sleep-wake rhythm and being at home. For weekdays, this pattern is strongly related to 

see this in the demo_house_manual_weekend.stats.  

The probability of water use is related to the fact that human behaviour is predictable: 

 During sleeping hours, the total volume of water use is estimated at 1.5% of the total 

daily demand. This is based on Dutch water use measurements between 1:00 and 5:00 

AM.  

 During absence, the probability of water use is zero.  

 During the half hour after getting up and returning home and the half hour before 

leaving the house and going to bed, peak hours are assumed. People shower or flush 

the toilet at these moments. 
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How to obtain required information on time budget data 

In the Netherlands, the Netherlands Institute for Social Research (SCP) conducts a five-year 

time-budget survey since 1975. General information on age, occupation, house and 

household are asked In this survey. Moreover, during one week, people write down in an 

diary what their main activity was (from a list of predefined activities) at every quarter of an 

hour of the day and whether they were at home or elsewhere. From the time-budget survey, 

the duration of sleep and being away, and the time of getting up and leaving home can be 

derived.  

Information on time use data for several countries can be found on www.timeuse.org. 

 

4.2.3 Information on taps or water-using appliances in SPG ( in Figure 4-2) 

 

Required information on taps or water using appliances 

The water demand in a household depends on the number of water-using appliances in the 

house, for example two toilets, a shower, a washing machine, etc. and the characteristics of 

the installed water-using appliances and taps, like the flow rate, duration of use, frequency 

of use and the desired temperature.  

The duration and frequency may vary depending on the users: a child bathes more 

frequently than a senior, while a senior flushes the toilet more frequently. A teenager 

showers more frequently and longer than an elderly person. Moreover, the duration, 

frequency and the desired temperature of an appliance can depend on the type of appliance 

(e.g. particular type of washing machine) and the particular application. For example, a 

bathroom tap can be used for brushing teeth (cold water) or for shaving (hot water). 

At position  in Figure 4-2, the characteristics of the water-using appliances is presented. 

At the top you see different tabs, with the various water-using appliances, i.e. Wc, Shower, 

Bath, Brtap (bathroomtap), Ktap (kitchen tap), Wm (washing machine), Dw (Dishwasher) and 

Ostap (outside tap). At tap_stats (in this figure it is Wc_stats), you see the number of taps of  

the tap under consideration. For each tap, you need to enter specific information on the type 

of end-use (at a) and information on the subtype (at b). The subtype can be a special type of 

tap (for example a water saving shower) or a special application (for example brushing teeth 

or shaving). First we list the required information for each appliance in Table 4-2, then we 

will show some examples. 
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Table 4-2 Types of water-using appliances in households and the required information for each type of 

appliance and each subtype. 

Type of taps (code in SPG) Information for each type 

(2a in Figure 4-2) 

Information for each subtype 

(2b in Figure 4-2) 

Toilet (Wc) 

Shower (Shower) 

Bath (Bath) 

Bathroomtap (Brtap) 

Kitchen tap (Ktap) 

Washing machine (Wm) 

Dishwasher (Dw) 

Outside tap (Ostap) 

Penetration: percentage that this 

type of water-using appliance is 

present in the households  

Penetration: low/average/high 

chance this subtype of water-

using appliance is present in the 

households/penetration rate 

within end use 

Frequency of use
a: how often this 

water-using appliance is used 

per day 

Time and flow: 

Duration of use and the flow rate 

Offset (minutes): time between 

two subsequent uses 

Temperature: desired 

temperature of this subtype 

Daily pattern: probability of use 

varies over the day 

Flush_interrupt (only with Wc): 

percentage of using the water-

saving option of the toilet flush 

  

  

  

  

aFrequency of use is expressed per person. Except for the kitchen tap, there the frequency of use is expressed 

per household. 
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We will illustrate the various possibilities of information/data for a number of water-using 

appliances in the demo_house_manual_week.stats: 

Example 1: Wc 

Wc-type 

 

 

Penetration In all households there is one toilet: penetration is 100% for theWc1. 

In 50% of the households, there is a second toilet: penetration is 50% for 

theWc2. 

 

Frequency of use The frequency of use depends on the age and gender of the person: 

 

A teenager flushes at home the toilet 4.7 times a day, a teenage boy 4.1 

times a day, a teenage girl 5.1 times. 

When there are two toilets in the house, the frequency of use will be divided 

over the two toilets during simulation.  

 

Offset 0 minutes 

You can directly use the toilet flush again. 

When it would take 5 minutes for the cistern to fill again, the offset is 5. 

Daily pattern there is no specific daily pattern for toilet use 

  

Wc subtype A number of Wc subtypes exist, which mostly differ in their water saving 

character. Water saving can be a consequence of the water volume that is 

flushed (combination of flow and duration) and the presence of a water-

saving option. We will illustrate two subtypes 

  

Wc_subtype: wcHigh  

Penetration Low: 

the toilet in the households is not often of type wcHigh 

Time and flow duration is 3.6 minutes with a flowrate of 0.042 l/s. So wcHigh is a toilet 

with a 9 litre reservoir. 

Temperature 10°C 

Flush_interrupt 0: 

This toilet subtype does not have a water-saving option or the water-saving 

option is never used. 

  

Wc_subtype: wcSavePlus  

Penetration High: 

the toilet in the households is often of type wcSavePlus 

Time and flow duration is 2.4 minutes with a flowrate of 0.042 l/s. So wcHigh is a toilet 

with a 6 litre reservoir 

Temperature 10°C 

Flush_interrupt 0.8: 

In 80% of the flushes, the water-saving option is used (half of the volume: 3 

litre), in 20% of the flushes 6 litre flush. 
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The information for the shower is presented in Figure 4-5. 

 

Figure 4-5 View .stats-file with data for shower in demo_house_manual_week.stats. 
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Example 2: Shower 

Shower-type 

 

 

Penetration In all households there is one shower: penetration is 100% for theShower1. 

No household has two showers. 

Frequency of use The frequency of use of the shower depends on age: a senior showers less 

frequent (0.54 times a day, so ones in two days) than an adult (0.8 times a 

day). The frequency is given per person. 

 

 

Offset 120 minutes 

There is at least 120 minutes between two shower turns by one person. 

Daily pattern In this shower type, the probability of taking a shower varies during the day: 

 

 In this daily demand, it is assumed that people mainly shower after they 

wake up or before going to sleep, but not after midnight. 

  

Shower subtype A large number of Shower subtypes exist. They mainly differ in the efficiency 

of heating water and the resulting flow rate. We will illustrate one subtype: 

the shower type which often occurs in households 

shower_subtype: 

combi_heater 

 

Penetration High: 

This type of shower is often present in the defined households. 

  

Dependent on the number of subtypes the penetration is determined. In this 

example, there are eight subtypes with penetration low, low, high, high, low, 

low, low and low; the weights are 1,1, 3,3,1,1,1,1 and the penetrations will 

be 1/12, 1/12, 3/12, 3/12, 1/12, 1/12, 1/12 and 1/12.. 

Time and flow The flow rate is 0.142 l/s. When you chose the 

combi_heater_with_water_savind_shower_head, the flow rate is 0.123 l/s. 

The duration of the shower depends on the age of the user: 

 

Teenagers shower the longest. 

Temperature 38°C 
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The characteristics of the kitchen tap are shown in Figure 4-6.  

 

 

Figure 4-6 View .stats-file with data for kitchen tap in demo_house_manual_week.stats. 
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Example 3: Kitchen tap 

Ktap-type 

 

 

Penetration In all households there is a kitchen tap: penetration is 100% for 

theKitchenTap1. 

 

Frequency of use The frequency of use of the kitchen tap depends on the size of the family or 

household: 

 

The larger the household, the more frequent the kitchen tap is used. 

The frequency is given per household. 

 

Offset 0 minutes 

After use you can directly use the kitchen tap again. 

Daily pattern The daily pattern for a kitchen tap is 

 

 This means that the probability of use is higher during breakfast, lunch and 

the highest around 18:00, when people are preparing dinner. This is 

characteristic for Dutch households, but can be different for other countries 

with other cultures. 

  

Ktap subtype The subtypes for the kitchen tap are related to other applications or use of 

the tap. Water used for consumption has another temperature, another 

duration and flow than water used for washing the dishes: 

  

Ktap_subtype: 

consumption 

 

Penetration High: 

The water from kitchen tap is often used for consumption.  

Time and flow Average duration is 15 seconds with a maximum flowrate of 0.167 l/s  

Temperature 10°C 

  

Ktap_subtype: dishes  

Penetration Average: 

The water from kitchen tap is used for washing the dishes, but less often 

than for consumption.  

Time and flow Average duration is 45 seconds with a maximum flowrate of 0.250 l/s  

When washing the dishes, you turn the valve more and longer open than for 

consumption. 

Temperature 55°C 
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The characteristics of the dishwasher as defined in demo_house_manual_week.stats are 

shown in Figure 4-7. 

 

 

Figure 4-7 View .stats-file with data for dishwasher in demo_house_manual_week.stats. 
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Example 4: Dishwasher 

Dw-type 

 

 

Penetration The presence of a dishwasher in a household depends on the size of the 

family or household: 

 

The larger the household, the higher the chance that a dishwasher is 

present. In a household of four persons, there will be a dishwasher in 60% of 

the houses. 

 

Frequency of use The frequency of use of the dishwasher also depends on the size of the 

family or household: 

 

This frequency is expressed per person. So in a four person household, the 

frequency is 0.22 per person, which corresponds with a total use of 0.8 

times per day.  

 

Offset 0 minutes 

After use you can directly use the dishwasher again. 

Daily pattern The daily pattern for a dishwasher is 

 

 This pattern shows that the dishwasher is mainly switched on after dinner or 

at late evening. 

  

Dw subtype The subtypes for the dishwasher is related to the label of the dishwasher. 

The manufacturer can provide the required data. 

  

Dw_subtype: dw  

Penetration Average: 

Since only one dishwasher is defined, the penetration does not matter. In 

case of more than one dishwasher, see the explanation of the definition of 

penetration for the shower.  

Time and flow The dishwasher, as well as the washing machine, has a characteristic pattern 

of flow and duration, due to the taking in of water during time periods: 
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The total water use is 16.8 litre. 

 

Temperature 10°C 

Dishwashers take in cold water and heat the water in the dishwasher. 

 

  

  

 

How to obtain required information on taps or water using appliances 

The required information on the taps can be divided in: 

a) Technical specifications, like flowrate 

Suppliers can provide technical specifications of taps or appliances. For different brands 

and types of machines the required characteristics like flow rate, duration of flow or flow 

patterns can be requested from the supplier.  

For example, a toilet can be an old-fashioned toilet with a large cistern (9 litre) or a new 

one of only 6 litres with a water-saving option of flushing only 3 litres. When the flow 

rate of the flushing is known from the supplier (0.042 l/s), the duration can be 

determined for each flush. 

For washing machines and dishwashers, the water inlet patterns are specified by the 

supplier. 

b) Specifications determined by type of household, application or user behaviour 

In the described examples of some appliances it is shown that the penetration of 

appliances can depend on the household size (like the washing machine), the frequency 

of use can depend on the age or gender of the user (toilet, shower) or size of household 

(washing machine), the time, flow and temperature can depend on the user (shower) or 

application (kitchen tap). Moreover, the probability of use can vary during the day 

(shower, washing machine, dish washer). These specifications can be different for 

different cultures and countries. 

Information on these specifications can be derived from research on water using 

behaviour or time-budget data. In the Netherlands, two types of surveys assist in 

deriving this information: 

1. Survey on residential water use carried out every three years for the Dutch water 

companies. 

The respondents in the survey answer questions on their household (number of 

people, age and gender, and ownership of appliances) and fixtures (flow during 

normal operation, measured with stopwatch and bucket). During one week, they 

filled a diary on their water use at home, like how often they took a shower, flushed 

the toilet, opened the kitchen tap and for what purpose, washed at the sink, took a 

bath, etc.  
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This survey gives information on the penetration of appliances in each household, 

the frequency of use of appliances by different groups, the duration of using an 

appliance by different groups and for different purposes. 

2. Time-budget survey by SCP (see p. 23). 

This survey gives information on the time on the day that an appliance is used by 

different persons. 

In case no information is available for your country you may reuse data from The 

Netherlands or other countries. KWR can help you with some default values. You can also use 

the demo-files given in 5.4. 

4.2.4 Information on hot water in SPG ( in Figure 4-2) 

For each appliance the desired temperature, for different applications, and the desired 

flowrate and duration are known and defined in the former section (4.2.3). The required hot 

water amount for each purpose, is calculated by mixing cold water with hot water from the 

heater so that the desired temperature at a certain flowrate is achieved. Therefore, for the 

simulation of the hot water demand during the day by SPG, the temperature of cold water 

and the temperature of hot water from the heater at the tap need to be specified.   

In Figure 4-2, the temperatures for incoming cold water and hot water at the tap are 

presented at position . The synchronization class is an indication of the possibility of 

simultaneous use of taps using warm water. Synchronization class I means that only one tap 

can use warm water. Suppose one wants to use two hot water taps at the same time, then 

this is not possible within synchronization class I. The following prioritization is applied, first 

the shower is used, then the kitchen faucet and finally the bathroom faucet. Within 

synchronization class II, two hot water taps can be used simultaneously, i.e. the kitchen and 

shower faucet or kitchen and bath tap. In synchronization class III there is no limitation in 

simultaneous use: the hot water taps can be used simultaneously. 

For design purposes we take 10°C for cold water and 60°C for hot water. 

 

4.2.5 Information on average water use (in Figure 4-2) 

In the former sections, the information is described on the components that determine the 

water use in a building: the type of household and the water using behaviour of the 

occupants and the characteristics of the installed appliances in the building. With the button 

defined building and the average water use per appliance per person per day. Moreover, it 

shows a pie chart, that illustrates the division of the used water quantity over the appliances. 

It directly shows the appliances responsible for the highest water use. 

When you press the button Average water use, the figures for average water use of 

demo_house_manual_week.stats appear (Figure 4-8). The pie chart shows that 34% of the 

total water use is caused by the use of the shower, which corresponds with 45.9 litre per 

person per day (shown in the table). 
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Figure 4-8 Average water use of the building/household defined in demo_house_manual_week.stats. 

 

This function is useful to get an impression of the water use in a building and the dominance 

of certain appliances in water use. It can assist in proposing new appliances for saving water 

use and also to have a quick glance on the effect of using other sanitation concepts, as for 

example a water saving shower head or another type of washing machine. 

 

4.3 Creating stats.files for the simulation procedure in the SPG 

The input datafile for the SPG contains the described information on both the users and the 

appliances in a fixed format, the so-called .spg-datafile. How you can create a spg-file, 

forms the core of next chapter, chapter 5.  

The created spg-files contain all relevant data for users and appliances in the households, 

that are required to simulate the cold and hot water demand with SIMDEUM in the SPG. 

However, the simulation procedure is using a stats-file. Therefore, the next step is to 

convert the final version of the spg-file into a stats-file.  

read .spg and save as .stats file Figure 4-1), you first read the spg-

file by pressing  Read .spg file. You can browse to the location of the required spg-file. And 

select the spg-file. After the message appears that the spg-file was read without errors, you 

can save it as a .stats-file by pressing Save .stats files. You select the desired location and 

the SPG creates automatically two stats-files from the data in the spg-file: 

a) a stats-file for a weekday: namefile_week.stats. 

b) a stats-file for a weekend day: namefile_weekend.stats. 

At the moment the weekend day differs only for the time budget data or the 

presence at home data. 

Of course, it is possible that the use of appliances also differs in weekends. For 

example, the daily pattern of the shower may be different on a weekend day. In a 

future version, also different daily patterns for shower and washing machine during 

week or weekend day may be included. 
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5 Create area specific spg-datafile  

5.1 Introduction 

The spg-file with all the data on users and appliances is a plain text file, with extension .spg. 

The format of the file is shown in Appendix I and covers all components described in the 

sequence of section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. The terminology corresponds with the names and terms 

described in these sections. To illustrate a filled spg-file, the spg-file belonging to the 

demo_house_manual_week.stats is given in Appendix II. By comparing the spg-file with the 

Figure 4-2) helps you to interpret 

the spg-file. 

You can create a spg-file for your specific situation or area in two ways (Figure 5-1):  

a) by creating a spg-file or adjusting an existing spg-file as a text-file in the required 

format (Figure 5-1a). This is described in section 5.2. 

b) by creating a spg-file or adjusting an existing spg-file with the Watershare tool 

Water-Use Info (Figure 5-1b). This is described in section 5.3. 

 

a) b) 

  

Figure 5-1 Procedure to create a spg-file starting from a default or demo spg-file or default stats-file: a) 

using a text-file and b) using Water-Use Info in Watershare®. 
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5.2 Creating the .spg-datafile for residential buildings as text-file 

5.2.1 Creating a spg-datafile for residential buildings in text-file 

With the format shown in Appendix I, you can create a text-file in the required format, with 

the data you have collected for the users and the appliances. Subsequently, you save it 

as .spg. However, it is quite a lot of work and time consuming.  

The easiest way to create a spg-file for your area, is to start with a demo spg-file. The SPG is 

equipped with a number of demo-files, that have been downloaded during installation of the 

SPG. The characteristics of each demo-file are described in section 5.4. From the list with 

demo-files, you first choose a suitable file. 

Then you follow the procedure, as shown in Figure 5-1a. You start with an existing spg-file. 

In the SPG (Figure 4-1), you read the spg-file, save it as a stats-file and view the contents of 

the data on users and appliances. When the data are okay, you use the stats-file in the 

simulations. When you need to adjust some data, you change the corresponding data in the 

text file and save it as .spg. In most cases, the change of the parameter values is 

straightforward. However, it is quite complicated to adjust or create new patterns, for 

example the daily patterns of the shower (Figure 4-5) or the kitchen tap (Figure 4-6) or the 

inlet patterns of the washing machine or dishwasher (Figure 4-7). This is described in 5.2.2. 

After you have saved the adjustments in the spg-file, you read the new spg-file in the SPG 

and follow the circle until the data are correct.  

5.2.2 Creating daily patterns and machine inlet patterns in the text-file 

Two types of patterns are present in the calculation of water demand: daily patterns that 

describe the probability of use of the appliance during the day and inlet patterns of some 

machines. You can find examples in Figure 4-5 to Figure 4-7. 

The most difficult information in the spg-file are these patterns, for example for the shower 

and the inlet flow patterns for the cycles in a washing machine and dishwasher. In Appendix 

I, you see the required syntax of the patterns. It consists of a time vector with all timesteps 

(t
1

, t
2

, …., t
n

), followed by the values for the patterns (value at t
1

, value at t
2

, …., value at t
n

). 

The timestep in the timevector is free. So you can make a vector with data every hour, but 

also every 15 minutes or every minute etc. In the demo-house-manual_week.spg in 

Appendix II, you see various examples of daily patterns: the daily patterns for shower, 

kitchen tap, washing machine and dishwasher. The daily patterns give the probability of use 

of the appliance over the day. Appendix II also gives the inlet patterns belonging to the 

washing cycles of a type of washing machine and of a dishwasher.  

You are free to create your own daily patterns or inlet patterns, that correspond with your 

culture or with the technical specifications from the supplier. However, although this format 

is very flexible, the examples in Appendix II show that creating these patterns can be very 

complicated, especially for a small timescale. Together with the installation of the SPG, you 

received a large number of demo-files (section 5.4). In several demo-files, different patterns 

are available. We advise you to select the suitable or desired patterns from the demo-files, 

and combine them in your spg-file. With the procedure of Figure 5-1a, you can view and 

change the patterns as you wish. 
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5.3 Creating a spg-datafile for residential buildings with Water-Use Info 

Water-Use Info is a helpful tool within Watershare® to create a spg-file. In Figure 2-1 you 

see the start screen of Water-Use Info. The first part  forms a tool that facilitates the 

generation of a spg-file. 

In this section we describe the structure of the Water-Use Info tool and the use of the tool in 

three situations: -file and have to start from scratch (subsection 

5.3.2), when you start with a default or existing .spg-file (subsection 5.3.3) or when you use 

earlier defined areas (subsection 5.3.4). As is described in the former section, it is quite 

complicated to adjust or create new patterns, for example the daily patterns of the shower 

(Figure 4-5) or the kitchen tap (Figure 4-6) or the inlet patterns of the washing machine or 

dishwasher (Figure 4-7). Therefore, each subsection ends with special attention for the 

patterns.  

Finally, this section describes how to export the filled Water-Use Info fields to a .spg-file in 

subsection 5.3.5. 

 

5.3.1 The structure of Water-Use Info: definition of area 

The Water-Use Info tool to create a spg-file ( in Figure 2-1) shows three steps to fill 

information on the users and the appliances, as described in the former chapter (Figure 

5-2): 

 Regional Household Statistics corresponds with Household statistics in section 4.2.2. 

 Time Budget data corresponds with Presence at home or time budget data in section 

4.2.2. 

 Installation & consumption corresponds with taps or water-using appliances in section 

4.2.3. 

 

 

Figure 5-2 Three steps in Water-Use Info to generate a spg-file. 

 

 

The meaning of area in Water-Use Info 

Below the three steps in Water-Use Info to generate a spg-file, you find the field of import 

data (Figure 5-3). In this field, you can define or choose areas as will be explained in the 

next sections. The definition of areas has a number of advantages: 

a. The area remains in the Water-Use Info tool. In this way you create a database 

with information for specific areas or scenarios.  
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b. In future, the database assists in the exchange of data between different users. 

It facilitates data exchange between different users of Water-Use Info 

c. This database assists you in making new spg-files for other purposes. You 

-file of the area anymore. 

d. You can combine different areas with each other (for example the household 

characteristics of Belgium, with the time budget data of Germany and the 

appliances of The Netherlands).  

 

Figure 5-3 The field ‘import data’ in Water-Use Info to create or use a specific area. 

 

 

5.3.2 How to use Water-Use Info -file 

Water-Use Info helps you to import the required information and it creates a corresponding 

spg-file, in the required format. In each component ,  and  of the tool, you can define a 

Area in Figure 5-3 and enter 

the desired name after AreaName in the rule that appears (see also 

Figure 5-14).  

To fill the required information, you click on . Then an input screen/pop-up form appears, 

that you need to fill. As an example, you see the form for the first rule in  

househo Figure 5-4: Household division. In this way, you can walk through 

the Water-Use Info tool and fill all the requested information. 

 

 

Figure 5-4 The form for Household division in Water-Use Info 
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Step  and  in Water-Use Info are straightforward to fill. For the third step  Installation & 

consumption, you have to give the information as presented in Table 4-2. We will illustrate 

step  for the toilet of Figure 4-2. 

First select the installation type Figure 5-5). Then you enter the desired installation 

name. According to Figure 4-2, the name of the wc- Figure 5-6). Then 

press . A tab appears, called Toilet-theWc1, where you can fill the desired information 

of this wc-type (second column in Table 4-2). We filled the form with the same information 

as in Figure 4-2. You see the result in Figure 5-7. Figure 4-2 refers to the Wc_subtype 

Name. After pressing , 

the tab appears for filling the information belonging to the subtype wcHigh, as presented in 

the third column of Table 4-2. You can see the filled form for wcHigh, with the same data as 

in Figure 4-2, in Figure 5-8. Figure 4-2 shows that more Wc_subtypes are present, like 

wcNormal, wcNormalPlus, wcSave, wcSavePlus. You can add these subtypes in the same way: 

fill the subtype after Name, press  and fill the characteristics of the subtype. 

In the same way, you can add all the appliances or taps, that are present in the households. 

 

 

Figure 5-5 Input of toilet characteristics in Water-Use Info (following the data in Figure 4-2): select 

installation type. 
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Figure 5-6 Input of toilet characteristics in Water-Use Info (following the data in Figure 4-2): choose 

installation name. 

 

 

Figure 5-7 Input of toilet characteristics in Water-Use Info (following the data in Figure 4-2): fill 

information on wc-type. 
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Figure 5-8 Input of toilet characteristics in Water-Use Info (following the data in Figure 4-2): fill 

information on wc-subtype. 

 

 

How to create patterns in Water-Use Info? 

Water-Use Info has some pre-defined patterns: daily patterns for kitchen tap, washing 

machine, dishwasher and shower and inlet patterns for a dishwasher with total water use of 

14 liter and a washing machine with total water use of 50 liter. 

In Water-Use Info, it is not possible to create new daily patterns or inlet patterns for 

appliances. This is in contrast with the generation of spg-files as text-file, as is described in 

the former section (5.2.1). So, when you need to be flexible in the definition of patterns, 

Water-Use Info is not complete and you need to follow the procedure of section 5.2.1. 

As an example, we show you how to create the patterns for the dishwasher of Figure 4-7. 

First, we installation type (Figure 5-9). Then you enter the desired 

installation name, which is according to Figure 4-7 the DishWasher1 (Figure 5-10). Then 
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press . A tab appears, called Dishwasher-theDishWasher1, where you can fill the 

desired information of this dishwasher-type (Table 4-2). We filled the form with the same 

information as in Figure 4-7 between different 

options: <NONE>, pat_dw_week and pat_dw_weekend (Figure 5-11). These options 

represent no daily pattern, a pattern for use during a weekday and a pattern for use during a 

weekendday.  

Then we have to fill the characteristics of the subtype. Figure 4-7 refers to the Dw_subtype 

dw Name. After pressing , the tab 

appears for filling the information belonging to the subtype , as presented in the third 

column of Table 4-2. You can see the filled form for , with the same data as in Figure 

4-7, in Figure 5-12. For the inlet pattern of flow and time, you can choose at between 

different options: <NONE> and pat_dw, where the latter is a standard inlet pattern for a 

dishwasher with total water use of 14 liter. 

 

 

Figure 5-9 Create patterns in Water-Use Info: dishwasher as example (following the data in Figure 4-7). 

Step 1: choose installation type. 
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Figure 5-10 Create patterns in Water-Use Info: dishwasher as example (following the data in Figure 4-7). 

Step 2: choose installation name. 

 

 

Figure 5-11 Create patterns in Water-Use Info: dishwasher as example (following the data in Figure 4-7). 

Step 3: fill data on penetration and frequency of use and select daily pattern. 
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Figure 5-12 Create patterns in Water-Use Info: dishwasher as example (following the data in Figure 4-7). 

Step 4: add subtype and its characteristics as penetration, inlet pattern and temperature. 

 

 

5.3.3 How to use Water-Use Info with a default or an existing spg-file? 

The easiest way to use Water-Use Info to create a spg-file for your area, is to start with a 

demo spg-file. It need to be emphasised that this procedure only 

daily patterns or inlet patterns, or when you use patterns that correspond with the defined 

patterns in Water-Use Info. When in the demo-file another pattern is described, it 

disappears/is lost when uploading it in Water-Use Info.  

The SPG is equipped with a number of demo-files, that have been downloaded during 

installation of the SPG. The characteristics of each demo-file are described in section 5.4. 

From the list with demo-files, you first choose a suitable file. Then you follow the steps: 
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Step 1: In Water-Use Info Import data (Figure 5-13).  

Step 2: Fill a name for the new area after AreaName (Figure 5-14). This area remains in the 

Water-Use Info tool. Next time you use Water-Use Info and select the area name, the data 

belonging to this area directly appear. 

Step 3: Press Select File after File name (Figure 5-14), then a menu appears to select the 

desired default spg-file. After that, press . 

 

Figure 5-14 Import a default spg-file in Water-Use Info: step 2 en step 3. 

 

 

You follow these three steps for all components of Water-Use Info:  Regional Household 

Statistics,  Time Budget data and  Installation & consumption. When you have finished 

this and adjusted the data if necessary, you can export the data into a .spg-file (section 

5.3.5). 

Some points of attention: 

a) You can use different existing spg-files in the three components  Regional Household 

Statistics,  Time Budget data and  Installation & consumption and create a new area. 

b) The defined areas remain in the Water-Use Info tool. Next time, you use the tool, you 

can select an area in each component ,  and . The data belonging to the area 

directly appear in the fields. This combination results in a new spg-file.  

 

Figure 5-13 Import a default spg-file in Water-Use Info: step 1. 
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When you want to have an area with the data of this last spg-file, be aware, that you 

have to create a new area by following step 1 to 3 for each component ,  and  with 

the new spg-file as importfile. 

c) In each component ,  and , you can choose to use the data from an already defined 

area or create a new area for this component with an existing spg-file. For example, 

for component  with the demo-file dinky_app.spg 

(section 5.4), then only the household statistics from the dinky_app.spg is included in 

the Water-Use Info tool. 

 

How to create patterns in Water-Use Info when using an existing spg-file? 

Water-Use Info has some pre-defined patterns: daily patterns for kitchen tap, washing 

machine, dishwasher and shower and inlet patterns for a dishwasher with total water use of 

14 liter and a washing machine with total water use of 50 liter. 

When you start Water-Use Info with an existing spg-file, only patterns, both daily patterns 

and inlet patterns, that correspond with the fixed patterns of Water-Use Info survive this 

procedure. Freely defined patterns in the spg-file, that do not correspond with the 

predefined patterns, will be overwritten by <NONE> and disappear from the spg-file.  

  

5.3.4 How to use Water-Use Info with earlier defined areas? 

You can also create a spg-file, based on specific information of already defined areas. In 

each component of Water-Use Info,  Regional Household Statistics,  Time Budget data 

and  Installation & consumption, you select the area from which you want to use the data 

on users and appliances.  

In Water-Use Info, you select the desired area in the section Import data (Figure 5-15). 

When you are in the field of  Regional Household Statistics, only the information on 

household statistics in this area will be used in the new spg-file. Then you select an area for 

component  and finally for component . In this way you can built your spg-file with data 

from different selected areas. In the example of Figure 5-15, you can use the data from 

demo-housetest for household statistics, the time budget data from the testarea and the 

appliances from dinky. 

 

Figure 5-15 Select an area with information on household statistics to create a new spg-file. 
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5.3.5 Export of filled Water-Use Info fields to a .spg-file 

When you have filled all elements in the Water-Use Info fields, you push  

in the screen  Installation & consumption and the desired spg-file is created. The spg-file 

appears at the left bottom of the screen and in your personal downloads. Save the spg-file 

with the desired name on the desired location. You can check and adapt the contents of the 

spg-file by following the cycle of Figure 5-1, when you want to make changes in a text-file 

follow Figure 5-1a or  when you want to make changes using Water-Use Info follow Figure 

5-1b. 

 

5.4 Demo-files: Spg-files for different households and scenarios 

The SPG is equipped with a number of spg-files that assists you in understanding the SPG 

and in creating new spg-files, that meet your needs. Table 5-1 gives the names of the files 

and a description of their characteristics. A short description is given in the table. For more 

details you can open the spg-files, save them as stats-file and view the characteristic data in 

the stats-viewer. 

Table 5-1 Description of spg-files for characteristic households and various scenarios, installed together 

with SPG. 

Name spg-file description 

Standard and specific Dutch households 

Demo_house_manual.spg .spg-file corresponding to the stats-file used in section 4.2. Household 

statistics and time budget data corresponding to average Dutch situation: 

average number of people in the households is 2.3. Various possible 

appliances. 

Demo_2014.spg 

 

Household statistics and time budget data corresponding to average Dutch 

situation: average number of people in the households is 2.3. 

Various possible appliances and user behaviour regarding water demand 

corresponding to Dutch culture, based on data of 2014 

Dinky_app.spg double-income-no-kids apartment: 

Household statistics refer to apartments with 1 or 2 persons (1.7 on 

average), without children, time budget data, appliances and user behaviour 

regarding water demand correspond with Dutch situation. No outside tap is 

present. 

Sen_app.spg Senior apartment: 

Household statistics refer to apartments with 1 or 2 persons (1.5 on 

average), mainly seniors. time budget data, appliances and user behaviour 

regarding water demand correspond with Dutch situation. No outside tap is 

present 

Fam_house.spg Family house: 

Household statistics refer to houses with bigger families. Average number 

of persons in family household is 3.9. Average number of people in all 

households is 2.9. 

time budget data, appliances and user behaviour regarding water demand 

correspond with Dutch situation. 

New_demo_house.spg Standard conditions for Dutch households (as in demo_house) but with 

characteristics for a newly build house, like water saving appliances. 

SIMDEUM_maxday.spg Average Dutch household during a warm summer day:  increased use of 

shower, washing machine and outside tap 
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Scenarios (Agudelo-Vera and Blokker, 2014 ; Blokker et al., 2012) 

Scen_RC.spg Regional Communities:  

per capita demand declined because the economic downfall results in 

(water) saving behaviour (like grey water and alternative sanitation, washing 

machine), coupled with decreasing population. The average age of the 

population increases. 

Scen_SE.spg Strong Europe:  

Despite low economic growth, mobility increases due to open borders. 

Personal hygiene habits have changed with an increase in shower frequency. 

Water pricing based on real cost drives alternative water resources to be 

adapted on a larger scale; e.g. rain water tanks for watering the garden. 

Scen_TM.spg Transatlantic Market:  

Population growth causes increases in drinking water demand. Innovations 

aim at luxury and wellness products. Water saving concepts of toilets, like 

grey water and alternative sanitation. 

Scen_GE.spg Global Economy:  

Economic growth causes increases in consumption. Innovations are aimed at 

luxury and wellness, people shower longer and water their garden more 

frequently to diminish the effects of climate change. 

Scen_dual.spg House with dual system for water supply 

Toilet, laundry machine and outside tap are not supplied by DWDS 

Scen_ECOplus.spg Adoption of innovative sanitation concepts (100% adoption of 1 L flushing 

toilets) plus highly water use efficient showers, washing machines and 

dishwashers 
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6 Simulation 

The SIMDEUM Pattern Generator (SPG) simulates the cold and hot water demand patterns 

based on characteristics of users and appliances. These data are defined in a stats-file, that 

contains the data in a suitable format for simulation with SPG. In the previous chapter, the 

way to generate a stats-file is described. 

In this chapter, we describe how you can start a simulation with the SPG. In Figure 6-1 you 

see the Do simulation field, where you can enter the input for the desired simulation: 

: here you enter the number of houses, for which you want to simulate the water 

demand patterns. For each house, a house-file is created with 7 demand patterns, 

i.e. 5 demand patterns for workdays and 2 demand patterns for weekenddays. In 

Figure 6-1, for 100 houses demand patterns will be simulated with a time step of 1 

second, based on the information on users and appliances in the selected stats-files 

( and ). 

: here you select the desired stats-file with data for weekdays. By pressing , you 

can browse to the desired location and select the stats-file for a weekday: 

namefile_week.stats. 

: here you select the desired stats-file with data for weekend days. By pressing , 

you can browse to the desired location and select the stats-file for a weekendday: 

namefile_weekend.stats. 

: here you select the desired output directory. In this directory, the house files with 

the simulation results will be stored. By pressing , you can browse to the 

desired location. When you want to store them in a new directory, you first need to 

externally create the new directory. 

 

 

Figure 6-1 Field with information to execute a simulation with the SIMDEUM Pattern Generator. 

 

 

When all fields in Do simulation are filled, you can start the simulation by pressing 

. A progress bar (Figure 6-2) appears on the screen, that illustrates the 

progress of the simulation. For each house, from which the total number XX is given at  in 

Figure 6-1, a house-file appears in the given output directory. The name of the house-files 

correspond with the name of the stats-file, extended with week1.house until weekXX.house. 
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The name refers to patterns for all days in a week for house 1 to house XX. The house-files 

are structured arrays in Matlab format on a one second base. When you are used to work 

with Matlab, you can process the data for your specific application. 

 

 

Figure 6-2 Progress bar for simulation of water use after choosing ‘Start Simulation’ in SPG. 
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7 View simulation results  

7.1 Introduction 

The SIMDEUM Pattern Generator (SPG) simulates the cold and hot water demand patterns for 

5 weekdays and 2 weekend days and saves them as house.files for each house that is 

simulated. The time step in the simulations is 1 second. Without exporting the results, you 

can view the simulation results in two ways. First, you can view the separate demand 

7.2). Secondly, you can view 

7.3). In Figure 7-1, the field View simulation results in the SPG is shown, in which you can 

choose to view the results of any saved simulation. 

 

 

Figure 7-1 Field in the SIMDEUM Pattern Generator to view the simulation results as demand patterns of 

each simulated house or as average demand pattern for all simulated houses. 

 

 

7.2 View demand patterns 

When you want to view the individual week and weekend demand patterns of each simulated 

house, you choose in Figure 7-1. Then, a screen appears where you can 

browse to the desired directory with the house-files. This means that you can select any 

directory: the simulation results of the previous step in chapter 6 or simulations done earlier. 

After selecting the directory, the demand viewer from SPG appears, as is shown in Figure 7-2. 

The graph in the figure shows you the total water demand (in black) and the hot water 

demand (in red) during the day. You have the following options to choose: 

: file 

In this field you can choose the specific house, from which you want to view the cold 

and hot water demand patterns. You can see that the number of .house-files 

correspond with the number of houses chosen as input for the simulation. 

: pattern 

In this field you see seven demand patterns. The first five correspond to the demand 

patterns during a week or working day (see also the title of the graph), the last two 

correspond with weekend days. 
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: tap 

In this field you can also select a tap. This means that you can view the demand 

pattern of cold and hot water at a specific tap, for example the shower or the sum of 

the toilets. 

When you select total, you see the demand pattern of the whole house, that is 

obtained after summation of the demand patterns of all taps. 

: user 

In this field you can only see (not select) the occupants in the house when you select 

. Each house corresponds to the criteria or household statistics given in 

Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3. This means that in a house one or more users can be 

present. When you select a house at , this field shows you how many users are 

present in that house. 

When you select a certain tap at , that is used per person (like toilet, shower and 

bath), you can study the users here. Selecting a user shows the use of the tap by 

that specific user during that specific day (selected at ). 

: time base 

In this field you can select the time base for your results. In Figure 7-2 you see the 

demand patterns on a second base. By chosing a larger time base, the demand 

pattern will be more smooth. A larger time scale, averages the demands during that 

time.  

 

Figure 7-2 The demand viewer of SIMDEUM Pattern Generator, that shows the demand patterns of cold 

and hot water in different houses during different days. 
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7.3 Plot demand statistics 

When you want to have an impression of the average water demand in a street or district 

with the chosen number of houses, you press   in Figure 7-1. This 

button opens a screen, where you can browse to the directory with the desired house-files. 

After selecting the folder, a progress bar appears on the screen to show that the SPG is 

calculating the average demand patterns for all house-files, that are present in the folder. 

In Figure 7-3, you see an example of the results. One figure shows the normalised average 

flow of the total of 

average hot water flow. DMP means the demand multiplier pattern, that has an average of 1. 

Each graph also distinguishes between the demand on a week day and on a weekend day. 

The example of Figure 7-3, shows that during a weekend day the peak in the water demand 

takes place later during the day and the peak is wider. 

The table next to the figures, gives the average water use per house (l/h). Multiplying the 

graphs with these factors and the number of houses, results in the actual average water 

demand of the area. 

 

 

Figure 7-3 Average normalised demand patterns for total number of houses, for all days (blue), during 

week days (green) and during weekend days (red): a) for total (cold and hot water) flow and b) for hot 

water flow. The tables give the average water use per house in [l/h]. 
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8 Export simulation results 

8.1 Introduction 

The simulated water demand patterns can be used in many applications. Each application 

sets its own requirements for time scale and format. Before exporting the simulation results, 

you first need to consider the desired application and the corresponding requirements. This 

chapter describes how you can export the simulation results and which choices you can 

make in the exported format. 

8.2 Settings for saving the simulation results 

In Figure 8-1, the field Save output to file in the SPG is shown. Here you can select the 

simulation results you want to save and in which format: 

: here you select the directory with the simulation results, that you want to save. By 

pressing , you can browse to the desired location. 

: here you can choose the settings for the desired format of the exported simulation 

results.  

a. Flow unit 

You can chose four units for the flow: m3/h, l/s, m3/day and l/min. The choice 

you make depends on your application. 

b. Time step 

The simulated results in the house-files, have a time step of 1 second. In the 

SPG, you can choose four time steps: 1 minute, 5 minutes, 15 minutes and one 

hour. When you want a smaller time step than 1 minute, you can contact KWR. 

The choice you make, depends on the application of the demand patterns and 

may differ per company: 

 For the allocation of demand patterns in the transport trunk, peak demands 

per minute will be less relevant, but per hour might be too coarse.  

 For the reticulation network, minute scale is relevant. 

 For the prediction of water age with a hydraulic model a time scale of 15 

minutes is too long to see enough variation, a time step of 5 minutes is 

okay. 

 When you want to base the designs on the water demand patterns, you may 

need demands on a second base, since you want to know the actual 

maximum flow rate. For this application you can use the house-files 

(contact KWR) or design rules based on SIMDEUM (Blokker, 2007;  ISSO 

2013).  

When you use larger time steps than one second, the peak demand value 

will decrease. Using a timestep of 1 minute, the peak demand value in the 

demand patterns is only approximately 80% of the maximum flow rate with 

1 second time step. Using a timestep of 5 minutes, the peak demand is 

only 65% of the maximum flow rate. You can use these values as rules of 

thumb, when you wan to use the simulated results for design purposes 

(Pieterse-Quirijns, 2012). 
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c. Patterns per file 

Each house file contains 7 demand patterns, 5 demand patterns for a week day 

and 2 demand patterns for a weekendday. In this field you can choose whether 

you want the 7 patterns in one file or whether you want the 7 patterns 

separately. 

d. Output File Format 

The demand patterns can be used in various hydraulic models or 

applications/calculations. In this field you can choose the desired format: 

 Excel file 

 Infoworks format: ddg (Demand Diagram Group). 

 Epanet format as txt file. 

 

 

Figure 8-1 Field in SIMDEUM Pattern Generator to save the simulation results in a desired format. 

 

 

8.3 Exported pattern files 

By pressing , the simulated house-files in the given directory at , are 

exported with the desired settings (). The procedure and results differ for each Output File 

Format. 

8.3.1 Exported pattern files as Generic.xls 

When exporting the data as an Excel file, requests a name for the 

resulting xls-file and yields one Excel-file in the same directory as the simulation results. 

There are two possibilities: 

 7 patterns per file (see Figure 8-2a): in one worksheet all the demand patterns are listed. 

Each column is a house, and the demand patterns of all seven days (5 weekdays and 2 

weekend days) are listed underneath each other in the same column in the worksheet 

 

 1 pattern per file (see Figure 8-2b): each worksheet represents the demand patterns on 

one day. Each column is a house and the demand pattern of only one day is given. This 

 

Pattern_day1 to day 5 represent the demand patterns on weekdays, pattern_day 6 and 

day 7 represent the weekend days. 

In the first cells of each worksheet, you see the settings used for the export: the time step 

(900 seconds in this case) and the flow unit (m3/h in this example). When you make a figure 

of the demand pattern of one house, you obtain a graph with flow rate in m3/h with every 15 

minutes a datapoint. In Figure 8-3, you see an example of the demand pattern of the first 

three houses (SIMDEUM_1 to SIMDEUM_3). 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 8-2 Exported simulation results as Excel file: a) after choosing 7 patterns per file and b) after 

choosing 1 pattern per file. 
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Figure 8-3 Example of demand patterns for three houses in Excel file, time step is 900 seconds and flow 

rate unit is m
3

/h. 

 

 (Figure 8-4). The base demand represents 

the average demand of the house on annual basis expressed in the chosen unit for the flow 

rate, in this example m3 e the demand 

patterns in the former worksheets represent the real demand. This base demand is just for 

your information and helps you to select the small and big households.  

In the household statistics the percentages are defined of one person household, two person 

household and of family. Each house fulfills these statistics, so can consist of one person, 

two persons or a family. The demand patterns itself do not automatically show the size of 

the household, due to the stochatic character. However, the average consumption helps you 

to determine what household size corresponds to the simulated house. 

 

Figure 8-4 Example of the base_demand_info of simulation results belonging to export as Generic.xls. It 

represents the daily average demand of each house on annual basis in m
3

/h. 
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8.3.2 Exported pattern files as InfoWorks.ddg 

When exporting the data as an Infoworks file, opens a screen where you 

can select a folder as destination for the exported ddg. There are two possibilities: 

 7 patterns per file (see Figure 8-5a): write pattern files  yields one ddg file named 

SIMDEUM pattern_file.ddg and a txt-file with base_demand_info. SIMDEUM 

pattern_file.ddg contains the seven demand patterns of all houses, from Monday to 

Sunday (5 weekdays and 2 weekenddays). First all seven patterns of house 1 are listed: 

SPG_1 with the time and flow on day 1, then the time and flow on day 2, etc. The day is 

displayed as a number after the flow (Figure 8-5a). Then all seven patterns of house 2 

are listed: SPG_2, etc. 

 1 pattern per file (Figure 8-5b): 

one ddg-file with the demand patterns for all houses, named SIMDEUM 

pattern_file1.ddg to SIMDEUM pattern_file7.ddg and a txt-file with base_demand_info. 

SIMDEUM pattern_file1 to file5 represent the demand patterns on weekdays, SIMDEUM 

pattern_file6 and file7 are weekend days. The ddg file lists first the time and flow for 

house 1, called SPG_1, then the time and flow for house 2, called SPG_2, etc (Figure 

8-5b). 

The chosen time step follows from the time vector in the ddg.file. The chosen flow unit is 

given in the corresponding base_demand_info.txt (Figure 8-6). The base_demand_info.txt 

contains the same information as in Figure 8-4. The base demand represents the average 

demand of the house on annual basis expressed in the chosen unit for the flow rate, in this 

example m3/h and is explained in the former section 8.3.1. 

The SIMDEUM pattern_file.ddg can be imported in InfoWorks through: 

 Step 1: Import-Item from Wesnetfile. 

 3  
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 8-5 Exported simulation results as Infoworks.ddg file: a) after choosing 7 patterns per file and b) 

after choosing 1 pattern per file. 
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Figure 8-6 Example of the base_demand_info of simulation results belonging to export as Infoworks.ddg 

and as EPANET.txt. It represents the daily average demand of each house on annual basis in m
3

/h. 

 

 

8.3.3 Exported pattern files as EPANET.txt 

When exporting the data as an EPANET file, opens a screen where you can 

select a folder, as destination for the exported txt-files. There are two possibilities: 

 7 patterns per file(see Figure 8-7a) - file named 

SIMDEUM pattern_file.txt and a txt-file with base_demand_info. SIMDEUM pattern_file.txt 

contains the seven demand patterns of all houses, from Monday to Sunday (5 weekdays 

and 2 weekenddays). First, all seven patterns of house 1 are listed after SIMDEUM_1, 

then all seven patterns of house 2 are listed after SIMDEUM_2, etc. 

 1 pattern per file (see Figure 8-7b): 

day one txt-file with the demand patterns for all houses, named SIMDEUM 

pattern_file1.txt to SIMDEUM pattern_file7.txt and a txt-file with base_demand_info. 

SIMDEUM pattern_file1 to file5 represent the demand patterns on weekdays, file 6 and 

file 7 represent weekenddays. The EPANET.txt file first lists the pattern on that day for 

house 1, SIMDEUM_1, then for house 2, SIMDEUM_2, etc. 

In the first cells of each EPANET.txt file, you see the settings used for the export: the time 

step (900 seconds in this case) and the flow unit (m3/h in this example).  

The base_demand_info.txt is the same as for the Infoworks export (Figure 8-6). The base 

demand represents the average demand of the house on annual basis expressed in the 

chosen unit for the flow rate, in this example m3/h and is explained in section 8.3.1. 
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The SIMDEUM pattern_file.txt can be imported in EPANET hydraulic model  through:  

 Step 1: Copy and paste the txt-file into [PATTERNS] section of .inp file. 

 Step 2: Assign 3  

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 8-7 Exported simulation results as EPANET.txt file: a) after choosing 7 patterns per file and b) 

after choosing 1 pattern per file. 
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PART III: SIMDEUM Pattern Generator for non-residential 
buildings 
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9 Structure of SIMDEUM Pattern 

Generator for non-residential 

buildings 

Figure 9-1 shows the structure of the SIMDEUM pattern generator (SPG) for non-residential 

- Figure 2-2). 

It follows the logical steps you have to make to obtain the demand patterns that you need 

for a certain purpose: 

1. First you select the non-residential buildings that are present in the specific area 

under consideration. How you can do this and which data you need are described in 

chapter 10. 

2. When you have entered the required choices and data, the SPG generates the 

demand patterns and exports them in a format, that suits the desired application of 

the demand patterns. This is described in chapter 11. 

3. Finally, you can apply the exported results in your application. Some application 

examples are described in chapter 12. 

 

 

Figure 9-1 Structure of the SIMDEUM Pattern Generator for non-residential buildings and the 

corresponding chapters of this manual. 
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10 Data for specific non-residential 

building 

10.1 Introduction 

The SIMDEUM Pattern Generator (SPG) for non-residential buildings generates demand 

patterns based on a demand pattern library for a number of non-residential users. The 

library consists of normalised patterns for several categories of non-residential users on a 

time basis of 5 minutes, 15 minutes and 1 hour. This means that the SPG for non-residential 

buildings does not simulate the demand patterns. It combines normalised patterns available 

in the library, with measured water use for the user, and creates in such a way  a specific 

demand pattern for that non-residential building. In this chapter, we describe how you can 

define the non-residential water demand, required for a certain purpose. 

SIMDEUM itself, can simulate demand patterns of any non-residential building. When you 

want stochastic demand patterns for cold and hot water demand for a non-residential 

building, you can contact KWR. 

 

10.2 Define non-residential water demand 

In the field Define non-residential water demand in the SPG for non-residential buildings 

(Figure 10-1), the user can select the typical category, insert the weekly measured water use 

and chose the days on which water is used during the week. The SPG then generates a 

demand pattern for that specific user during a weekday and during a weekend day.  

The required information for the SPG is given in three fields: 

: non-residential building 

Here you select the categories of non-residential buildings, from which you want 

demand patterns. You can choose any number of non-residential building by 

selecting the check-box in front of the category. When you select the building type, 

the data in field  and  can be entered. 

There are 18 categories of non-residential buildings, varying from office, school, to 

hotel, nursing home and recreation. When your specific building is not present in 

the list, you can select a category from which you expect to have a similar demand 

pattern during the day. In practice it appears, that it is mainly important to know 

whether there is only day consumption ('office' pattern), only evening consumption 

('restaurant' pattern), or both day and night usage ( - or 'ice ring' 

pattern).  

: demand (m3/week) 

The SPG is based on the demand pattern library, that consists of normalised 

demand patterns. To adjust the normalised pattern to the actual demand pattern of 
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a specific non-residential building, the measured water use is required. For this 

purpose, you need to fill the weekly water demand in m3 in field . 

: day of the week 

Some buildings are not open every day. Therefore, the entered weekly water use 

needs to be divided over the days that water is consumed in the building. In this 

field you select the days of the week for which this building has water demand. 

Defaults are set, but you can alter them. 

Then an all zeros pattern is used for that day of the week. 

 

 

Figure 10-1 Field in SIMDEUM Pattern Generator to define the characteristics for the non-residential 

water demand. 

 

 

In the example of this manual, we want to generate a demand pattern for a business hotel 

with a weekly demand of 100 m3/week, a secondary school with a weekly demand of 50 

m3/week and sports fields with a weekly demand of 75 m3/week. The business hotel and 

sports field are open all days, the secondary school only on week days. 
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11 Export generated demand 

patterns 

11.1 Introduction 

The generated demand patterns for non-residential buildings can be used in many 

applications. Each application sets its own requirements for time scale and format. Before 

exporting the simulation results, you first need to consider the desired application and the 

corresponding requirements. This chapter describes how you can export the generated 

patterns and which choices you can make in the exported format. 

 

11.2 Settings for saving the generated demand patterns 

In Figure 11-1, the field Save output to file in the SPG is shown. Here you select the settings 

for the export of the generated demand patterns of the non-residential buildings and their 

characteristics, that you have defined in the top screen of the SPG (Figure 10-1): 

a. Flow unit 

You can chose four units for the flow: m3/h, l/s, m3/day and l/min. The choice 

you make depends on your application. 

b. Time step 

The generated demand patterns for non-residential buildings are based on the 

normalised patterns of the library, which are on a time basis of 5 minutes, 15 

minutes or 1 hour. Therefore, you can export the patterns with three time 

steps: 5 minutes, 15 minutes and one hour. When you want a smaller timestep, 

you can contact KWR. 

The choice you make, depends on the application of the demand patterns and 

may differ per company: 

 For the allocation of demand patterns in the transport trunk, peak demands 

per minute will be less relevant, but per hour might be too coarse.  

 For the reticulation network, minute scale is relevant. 

 For the prediction of water age with a hydraulic model a time scale of 15 

minutes is too long to see enough variation, a time step of 5 minutes is 

okay. 

 When you want to base the designs on the water demand patterns, you may 

need demands on a second base, since you want to know the actual 

maximum flow rate. For this application you ask KWR for stochastic 

simulation results of the desired building or you use design rules based on 

SIMDEUM (ISSO, 2013).  

When you use larger time steps than one second, the peak demand value 

will decrease. Using a timestep of 1 minute, the peak demand value in the 

demand patterns is only approximately 80% of the maximum flow rate with 

1 second time step. Using a timestep of 5 minutes, the peak demand is 

only 65% of the maximum flow rate. You can use these values as rules of 

thumb, when you wan to use the simulated results for design purposes 

(Pieterse-Quirijns, 2012). 
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c. Patterns per file 

Each generated demand pattern contains 7 demand patterns, 5 demand 

patterns for a week day and 2 demand patterns for a weekendday. In this field 

you can choose whether you want the 7 patterns in one file or whether you want 

the 7 patterns separately. 

d. Output File Format 

The demand patterns can be used in various hydraulic models or 

applications/calculations. In this field you can choose the desired format: 

 Excel file 

 Infoworks format: ddg (Demand Diagram Group). 

 Epanet format as txt file. 

 

 

 

Figure 11-1 Field in SIMDEUM Pattern Generator to save the generated demand patterns for non-

residential buildings in a desired format. 

 

 

11.3 Exported pattern files 

By pressing , the generated demand patterns will be exported with the 

desired settings of Figure 11-1. The procedure and results differ for each Output File Format. 

 

11.3.1 Exported pattern files as Generic.xls 

When exporting the data as an Excel file, requests a name for the 

resulting xls-file and the desired location. It yields one Excel-file.  

There are two possibilities: 

 7 patterns per file (see Figure 11-2a): in one worksheet all the demand patterns are 

listed. Each column is a non-residential building, and the demand patterns of all seven 

days (5 weekdays and 2 weekend days) are listed under each other in the same row in 

 The title in of the columns refer to the selected category 

of non-residential buildings. In this example, you see the demand patterns of a 

business hotel, a secondary school and sports field. 

 1 pattern per file (see Figure 11-2b): each worksheet represents the demand patterns on 

one day. Each column is a non-residential building and the demand pattern of only one 

ay1 to day 5 represent the demand patterns on weekdays, 

pattern_day 6 and day 7 represent the weekend days. 
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In the first cells of each worksheet, you see the settings used for the export: the time step 

(900 seconds in this case) and the flow unit (m3/h in this example). When you make a figure 

of the demand pattern of one non-residential, you obtain a graph with flow rate in m3/h with 

every 15 minutes a datapoint. In Figure 11-3, you see an example of the demand pattern of 

the three non-residential buildings with a arbitrarily chosen weekly demand. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 11-2 Exported non-residential demand patterns as Excel file: a) after choosing 7 patterns per file 

and b) after choosing 1 pattern per file. 
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Figure 11-3 Example of demand patterns of three non-residential buildings, a business hotel, a 

secondary school and sports fields in Excel file, time step is 900 seconds and flow rate unit is m
3

/h. 

 

 

-residential building for which 

a demand pattern is generated (Figure 11-4). The base demand represents the average 

demand of the building on annual basis expressed in the chosen unit for the flow rate, in 

this example m3

former worksheets represent the real demand. This base demand is just for your information 

and directly shows the building with the highest water demand.  

 

 

Figure 11-4 Example of the base_demand_info of the generated demand patterns for three non-

residential buildings, a business hotel, a secondary school and sports fields, exported in Excel. It 

represents the average demand of each non-residential building on annual basis in m
3

/h. 
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11.3.2 Exported pattern files as InfoWorks.ddg 

When exporting the data as an Infoworks file, opens a screen where you 

can select a folder as destination for the exported ddg. There are two possibilities: 

 7 patterns per file (see Figure 11-5a)

SPG_NonRes_pattern_file.ddg and a txt-file with base_demand_info 

(SPG_NonRes_base_demand_file.txt). SPG_NonRes_pattern_file.ddg contains the seven 

demand patterns for the selected non-residential buildings. In this example, first all 

seven patterns of the business hotel are listed: S_hotel_bus with the time and flow on 

day 1, then the time and flow on day 2, etc. The day is displayed as a number after the 

flow (Figure 11-5a). Then all seven patterns of the secondary school are listed: 

S_school_sec, followed by the seven patterns of thhe sports fields, S_sports_fields. 

 1 pattern per file (see Figure 11-5b): iles, for each 

day one ddg-file with the demand patterns for the selected non-residential buildings, 

named SPG_NonRes_pattern_file1.ddg to SPG_NonRes_pattern_file7.ddg and a txt-file 

with base_demand_info. SPG_NonRes_pattern_file1 to file5 represent the demand 

patterns on weekdays, SPG_NonRes_pattern_file6 and file7 are weekend days. The ddg 

file lists first the time and flow for the business hotel, called S_hotel_bus, then the time 

and flow for the secondary school called S_school_sec, and finally for the sports fields, 

called S_sports_fields. 

The chosen time step follows from the time vector in the ddg.file. The chosen flow unit is 

given in the corresponding base_demand_info.txt (Figure 11-6). 

The SPG_NonRes_base_demand_file.txt contains the same information as in Figure 11-4. The 

base demand represents the average demand of the non-residential building on annual 

basis expressed in the chosen unit for the flow rate, in this example m3/h and is explained in 

the former section 11.3.1. 

The SPG_NonRes_pattern_file.ddg can be imported in InfoWorks through: 

 Step 1: Import-Item from Wesnetfile. 

 3  
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 11-5 Exported non-residential demand patterns as Infoworks.ddg file: a) after choosing 7 

patterns per file and b) after choosing 1 pattern per file 
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Figure 11-6 Example of the base_demand_info of of the generated demand patterns for three non-

residential buildings, a business hotel, a secondary school and sports fields exported as Infoworks.ddg 

and as EPANET.txt. It represents the average demand of each non-residential building on annual basis in 

m
3

/h. 

 

 

 

11.3.3 Exported pattern files as EPANET.txt 

When exporting the data as an EPANET file, opens a screen where you can 

select a folder, as destination for the exported txt-files. There are two possibilities: 

 7 patterns per file (see Figure 11-7a) - file named 

SPG_NonRes_pattern_file.txt and a txt-file with base_demand_info. 

SPG_NonRes_pattern_file.txt contains the seven demand patterns for the selected non-

residential buildings. In this example, first all seven patterns of the business hotel are 

listed after SIMDEUM_hotel_bus, then all seven patterns of the secondary school are 

listed after SIMDEUM_school_sec and finally the seven patterns of the sports fields after 

SIMDEUM_sports_fields. 

 1 pattern per file (see Figure 11-7b): r each 

day one txt-file with the demand patterns for the selected non-residential buildings, 

named SPG_NonRes_pattern_file1.txt to SPG_NonRes_pattern_file7.txt and a txt-file with 

base_demand_info. SPG_NonRes_pattern_file1 to file5 represent the demand patterns on 

weekdays, file 6 and file 7 represent weekenddays. The EPANET.txt file first lists the 

pattern on that day for the business hotel, SIMDEUM_hotel_bus, then for the secondary 

school, SIMDEUM_school_sec and finally for the sports fields, SIMDEUM_sports_fields. 

In the first cells of each EPANET.txt file, you see the settings used for the export: the time 

step (900 seconds in this case) and the flow unit (m3/h in this example).  

The SPG_NonRes_base_demand_file.txt is the same as for the Infoworks export (Figure 11-6). 

The base demand represents the average demand of non-residential on annual basis 

expressed in the chosen unit for the flow rate, in this example m3/h and is explained in 

section 11.3.1. 

The SIMDEUM pattern_file.txt can be imported in EPANET hydraulic model  through:  

 Step 1: Copy and paste the txt-file into [PATTERNS] section of .inp file. 

 3  
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 11-7 Exported non-residential demand patterns as EPANET.txt file: a) after choosing 7 patterns 

per file and b) after choosing 1 pattern per file. 
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12 Application 

12.1 Introduction 

The SIMDEUM Pattern Generator (SPG), as described in chapter 3 to 8 for residential 

buildings and in chapter 9 to 11 for non-residential buildings, can be applied to generate 

demand patterns for a wide range of buildings. For the residential buildings, it simulates the 

demand patterns for freely defined houses in a stochastic way. The SPG is flexible for input 

data of a specific country, district, culture, etc. For non-residential buildings, it generates 

demand patterns for a large number of non-residential buildings, based on a demand 

pattern library. This means that the SPG for non-residential buildings is deterministic in 

nature and not flexible for other input data on users or appliances. When you want a flexible 

input, you can contact KWR, to apply SIMDEUM for your specific wishes for a non-residential 

building. 

The demand patterns exported from the SPG can be used in many applications in the water 

cylce. In this chapter, we shortly illustrate some applications and refer to corresponding 

references. 

 

12.2 Hydraulic models 

To study the flowing behaviour of drinking water in the distribution network, water demand 

needs to be allocated at each node in the hydraulic model. With the hydraulic model, it can 

be investigated whether water is supplied with enough pressure to the customers. Moreover, 

the hydraulic model is essential to study relevant quality aspects, as water age, water flows, 

flow direction reversals and sediment or contaminant propagation.  

The application of stochastic residential demand patterns and deterministic non-residential 

demand patterns in a hydraulic model is described in Blokker et al. (2010 and 2011) and in 

Pieterse-Quirijns and Van de Roer (2013). The use of user specific demand patterns, instead 

of the conventional top-down approach, in which the demand multiplier pattern from the 

pumping station is allocated to all nodes, results in different prediction of water flows 

through the pipes. This leads to differences in predicted water age, time of maximum flow, 

flow direction reversals, routes of water flow, in backtracing, in the way of 

sediment/contaminant propagation. A better insight into water quality is obtained with user 

specific demand patterns (for example from the SPG). 

 

12.3 Scenario Studies 

Due to the physical basis of SIMDEUM and therefore also of SPG, all parameters have a 

physical meaning. This makes the residential version of the SPG suitable for scenario studies. 

Consequences of future development, demographic changes, technical developments on 

water demand can be investigated, but also legislative measures, for example to save water, 

can be studied. With the SPG it is possible to make a statement about the best way to 

achieve water-saving; is it more effective to change the water-using behaviour of the people 

or is it more effective to install water-saving appliances or devices.  
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With the SPG, the influence of several changes in users and appliances on water demand can 

be studied. But also the consequences for water demand related subjects can be investigated. 

For example, are the present distribution networks robust for the expected changes in water 

demand, following different future scenarios.  

Examples of scenario studies with demand patterns from SPG are described in Agudelo-Vera 

et al. (2014) and Blokker et al. (2012). 

 

12.4 Design of installations 

For a reliable design of indoor installations and heater capacity, understanding of the 

expected water demand is crucial. Since SIMDEUM renders a realistic cold and hot water 

diurnal demand pattern of both residential and non-residential buildings, design rules for 

indoor installations are developed based on SIMDEUM. The new design-demand-equations 

lead to reliable and improved designs of building installations and water heater capacity, 

resulting in more hygienic and economical installations (Pieterse-Quirijns et al., 2010 and 

2013; Blokker and Van der Schee, 2006). 

They are published in the standard handbook for indoor plumbers in the Netherlands (ISSO, 

2013). 

 

12.5 Alternative concepts 

Energy costs and climate change challenge the water industry to promote sustainability. 

Sustainability issues 

in the supply of water to a building, reuse of wastewater and rainwater harvesting, heat and 

resources recovery from wastewater. These applications require insight in the cold and hot 

water demand of a building or in the characteristics of the drainage loads. SIMDEUM can 

provide this information.  

In Pieterse-Quirijns et al. (2012) some examples for sustainability in water supply and 

drainage are illustrated. An example is the proper choice of storage capacities in grey water 

recycling and rainwater harvesting systems based on SIMDEUM. This supports minimising 

urban CO
2
 footprint. In another example, SIMDEUM is used to study possibilities to recover 

energy and resources from wastewater.  

In Hofman et al. (2014) and Bloemendal et al. (2014), the possibilities and opportunities for 

heat recovery from sewage are investigated. 
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Appendix I Format spg-file 

The input datafile for the SPG contains information on both the users and the appliances in a 

fixed format, the so-called .spg-datafile. This appendix describes the required format of 

the .spg-file. 

Format of spg-file for SIMDEUM Pattern Generator for residential water demand 

 

In the format for the spg-file the following typographical conventions are used: 

 mandatory values are indicated between <>  

 optional values are indicated between []  

 

Header 

rule contains comment 

1 SIMDEUM pattern generator input file required identification string 

2 version=<version number> version number of definition import   
the current document has version 1 

3 date=<date> date of creating the inputfile, format yyyy- 
mm-dd 

 

Parameters and patterns 

The header is followed by a parameter block, in which model parameters are set, or one or more 

pattern definition blocks, in which for example the water demand pattern of a washing machine 

during a wash cycle is specified.  

 

A parameter block represents a sub-area of the entire area to simulate or (a part of) an area from 

a set of areas to simulate.  

The definition of a parameter block is started as follows: 

PARAMETERS[:block description] 

 

A pattern definition block is started as follows: 

PATTERN:<
 
unique pattern name >[:

 
description] 

 

 

Definition of input parameters 

 

<parameter> : tag or value to be filled 

(comment) : explanation, does not come in input file 

 

 

household 

household=DEFAULT 

 

household size=DEFAULT 

household size=<percentage one person households>,<percentage two person 

households>,<percentage more person households> 

household size=<percentage one person households>,<percentage two person 

households>,<percentage more person households>,<average household 

size> 
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household age oneperson=DEFAULT 

household age oneperson=<percentage adults>,<percentage seniors> 

household age twoperson=DEFAULT 

household age twoperson=<percentage adults>,<percentage seniors> 

household age family=DEFAULT 

household age family=<percentage childrend>,<percentage teenagers>,<percentage 

adults> 

 

household sex oneperson=DEFAULT 

household sex oneperson=<percentage male>, <percentage female> 

household sex twoperson=DEFAULT 

household sex twoperson=<percentage m+f>, <percenage m+m>, <percentage f+f> 

household sex family=DEFAULT 

household sex family=<percentage male>, <percentage female> 

 

household work oneperson=DEFAULT 

household work oneperson=<percentage of males working>,<percentage of females 

working> 

household work twoperson=DEFAULT 

household work twoperson=<percentage of households in which both male and female 

work fulltime>, < percentage of households in which male works fulltime 

and female not>, < percentage of households in which female works full 

time and male not>, < percentage of households in which neither works full 

time>  (full time is more than 20 hours per week) 

household work family=DEFAULT 

household work family=<percentage of households in which both male and female work 

fulltime>, < percentage of households in which male works fulltime and 

female not>, < percentage of households in which female works full time 

and male not>, < percentage of households in which neither works full 

time> 

 

 

homepresence 

homepresence=DEFAULT 

homepresence <period>=DEFAULT 

homepresence <period> <group>=<up mu>, <up sigma>, <go mu>, <go sigma>, <away 

mu>, <away sigma>, <sleep mu>, sleep<sigma> 

 

allowed period options: week, weekend 

allowed group options: child, teen, workad, homead, senior, total 

 

shower 

shower=DEFAULT 

shower name=<name> 

shower penetration=<degree of penetration (percentage)> 

shower dailypattern=NONE / Pattern name 

shower offset=<minimum time between subsequent uses (minutes)> 

shower frequency <group>=<frequency for males (per day)>, <frequency for females (per 

day)>, <frequency for all (per day)> 

shower <subtype> name=<name> 

shower <subtype> penetration=<degree of penetration (low/average/high)> 
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shower <subtype> flow=<flow (l/s)> 

shower <subtype> temperature=<water temperature (oC)> 

shower <subtype> duration <group>=<duration for males (minutes)>, <duration for 

females (minutes)>, <duration for all (minutes)> 

 

allowed group options: child, teen, workad, homead, senior, total 

allowed subtypes: combiheater,combiheaterwithwatersavinghead 

 

ktap 

ktap=DEFAULT 

ktap name=<name> 

ktap penetration=<degree of penetration (percentage)> 

ktap frequency <household size>=<mean frequency of use for this household size (per 

day)>, <standard deviation of frequency of use for this household size (per 

day)> 

ktap dailypattern=NONE / Pattern name 

ktap offset=<minimum time between subsequent uses (minutes)> 

ktap <usetype> name=<name> 

ktap <usetype> penetration=<degree of penetration (low/average/high)> 

ktap <usetype> duration=<duration of water use (s)> 

ktap <usetype> flow =<flow (l/s)> 

ktap <usetype> temperature=<water temperature (oC)> 

 

allowed household size options: one, two, three, four, five_or_more 

allowed usetypes: consumption, dishes , washinghands , other 

 

 

bath 

bath=DEFAULT 

bath name=<name> 

bath penetration <household size>=<degree of penetration for this household size 

(percentage )> 

bath frequency <group>=<frequency of use (per day)> 

bath dailypattern=NONE / Pattern name 

bath offset=<minimum time between subsequent uses (minutes)> 

bath <subtype> name=<name> 

bath <subtype> penetration=<degree of penetration (low/average/high)> 

bath <subtype> duration=<duration of water use (minutes)> 

bath <subtype> flow =<flow (l/s)> 

bath <subtype> temperature=<water temperature (oC)> 

 

allowed household size options: one, two, three, four, five_or_more 

allowed group options: child, teen, workad, homead, senior, total 

allowed subtypes: bath 

 

 

brtap 

brtap=DEFAULT 

brtap name=<name> 

brtap penetration=<degree of penetration (low/average/high)> 

brtap frequency=<frequency of use (per day)> 

brtap dailypattern=NONE / Pattern name 
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brtap offset=<minimum time between subsequent uses (minutes)> 

brtap <usetype> name=<name> 

brtap <usetype> penetration=<degree of penetration (low/average/high)> 

brtap <usetype> duration=<duration of water use (s)> 

brtap <usetype> flow =<flow (l/s)> 

brtap <usetype> temperature=<water temperature (oC)> 

 

allowed usetypes: washingshaving,brushingteeth 

 

washingmachine 

washingmachine=DEFAULT 

washingmachine name=<name> 

washingmachine penetration <household size>=<degree of penetration for this 

household size (percentage)> 

washingmachine frequency <household size>=<frequency of use for this household size 

(per day)> 

washingmachine dailypattern=NONE / Pattern name 

washingmachine offset=<minimum time between subsequent uses (minutes)> 

washingmachine <subtype> name=<name> 

washingmachine <subtype> penetration=<degree of penetration (low/average/high)> 

washingmachine <subtype> pattern=NONE / Pattern name 

washingmachine <subtype> temperature=<input water temperature (oC)> 

 

allowed household size options: one, two, three, four, five_or_more 

allowed subtypes: wm 

 

dishwasher 

dishwasher=DEFAULT 

dishwasher name=<name> 

dishwasher penetration <household size>=<degree of penetration for this household size 

(percentage)> 

dishwasher frequency <household size>=<frequency of use for this household size (per 

day)> 

dishwasher dailypattern=NONE / Pattern name 

dishwasher offset=<minimum time between subsequent uses (minutes)> 

dishwasher <subtype> name=<name> 

dishwasher <subtype> penetration=<degree of penetration (low/average/high)> 

dishwasher <subtype> pattern=NONE / Pattern name 

dishwasher <subtype> temperature=<input water temperature (oC)> 

 

allowed household size options: one, two, three, four, five_or_more 

allowed subtypes: dw 

 

wc 

wc=DEFAULT 

wc name=<name> 

wc penetration=<degree of penetration  (percentage )> 

wc frequency <group>=<male frequency of use (per day)>, <female frequency of use (per 

day)>, <total frequency of use (per day)> 

wc dailypattern=NONE / Pattern name 

wc offset=<minimum time between subsequent uses (minutes)> 

wc <subtype> name=<name> 
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wc <subtype> penetration=<degree of penetration (low/medium/high)> 

wc <subtype> duration=<duration of water use (minutes)> 

wc <subtype> flow=<flow (l/s)> 

wc <subtype> temperature=<water temperature (oC)> 

wc <subtype> flushinterruption=<fraction of cases in which only half of the flushing 

volume is used> 

 

allowed group options: child, teen, workad, homead, senior, total 

 

ostap 

ostap=DEFAULT 

ostap name=<name> 

ostap penetration=<degree of penetration (fraction)> 

ostap frequency=<frequency of use (per day)> 

ostap dailypattern=NONE / Pattern name 

ostap offset=<minimum time between subsequent uses (minutes)> 

ostap <usetype> name=<name> 

ostap <usetype> penetration=<degree of penetration (low/medium/high)> 

ostap <usetype> duration=<duration of water use (s)> 

ostap <usetype> flow=<flow (l/s)> 

ostap <usetype> temperature=<water temperature (oC)> 

 

allowed usetype options: garden, other 

 

 

Patroondefinitie 

 

PATTERN:<name>[:description] 
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Appendix II spg-file for 

demo_house_manual_week.stats 

This appendix shows the spg-file, that belongs to the demo_house_manual_week.stats: 

demo_house_manual.spg. The patterns at the end of the spg-file are not included in the 

manual, because they take many pages to complete. They can be found in the demo spg-

file: demo_house_manual.spg. 

SIMDEUM pattern generator input file 

version=1 

date=2014-04-25 

 

 

PARAMETERS:demo_house.stats 

 

 

household size=34.0,30.0,36.0,2.3 

household age oneperson=70.0,30.0 

household sex oneperson=46.0,54.0 

household work oneperson=67.5,52.4 

household age twoperson=70.0,30.0 

household sex twoperson=95.0,2.5,2.5 

household work twoperson=49.4,26.0,6.3,18.3 

household age family=25.0,16.5,58.5 

household sex family=50.0,50.0 

household work family=39.4,52.3,3.1,5.2 

 

 

homepresence week child=7:00,1:00,8:30,0:30,7:00,2:00,10:00,1:00 

homepresence week teen=7:00,1:00,8:15,0:30,8:00,2:00,9:00,1:00 

homepresence week workad=7:00,1:00,8:00,0:45,9:30,3:15,7:00,1:00 

homepresence week homead=8:00,1:00,13:00,3:00,10:00,4:30,8:00,1:00 

homepresence week senior=8:00,1:00,13:00,3:00,10:00,4:30,8:00,1:00 

homepresence week total=7:00,1:00,8:00,1:00,8:30,1:00,8:00,1:00 

 

 

homepresence weekend child=7:00,1:00,8:00,1:00,8:30,1:00,8:00,1:00 

homepresence weekend teen=7:00,1:00,8:00,1:00,8:30,1:00,8:00,1:00 

homepresence weekend workad=7:00,1:00,8:00,1:00,8:30,1:00,8:00,1:00 

homepresence weekend homead=7:00,1:00,8:00,1:00,8:30,1:00,8:00,1:00 

homepresence weekend senior=7:00,1:00,8:00,1:00,8:30,1:00,8:00,1:00 

homepresence weekend total=7:00,1:00,8:00,1:00,8:30,1:00,8:00,1:00 

 

 

% shower 

shower name=shower 

shower penetration=100.0 
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shower frequency child=0.480,0.480,0.480 

shower frequency teen=0.670,0.670,0.670 

shower frequency homead=0.790,0.790,0.790 

shower frequency workad=0.790,0.790,0.790 

shower frequency senior=0.540,0.540,0.540 

shower frequency total=0.700,0.700,0.700 

shower offset=120.0 

shower dailypattern=pat_shower 

 

 

shower Kitchen_geyser name=Kitchen_geyser 

shower Kitchen_geyser penetration=low 

shower Kitchen_geyser duration child=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Kitchen_geyser duration teen=11.1,11.1,11.1 

shower Kitchen_geyser duration homead=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Kitchen_geyser duration workad=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Kitchen_geyser duration senior=7.3,7.3,7.3 

shower Kitchen_geyser duration total=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Kitchen_geyser flow=0.102 

shower Kitchen_geyser temperature=38.0 

 

 

shower Kitchen_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head 

name=Kitchen_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head 

shower Kitchen_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head penetration=low 

shower Kitchen_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head duration child=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Kitchen_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head duration teen=11.1,11.1,11.1 

shower Kitchen_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head duration homead=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Kitchen_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head duration workad=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Kitchen_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head duration senior=7.3,7.3,7.3 

shower Kitchen_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head duration total=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Kitchen_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head flow=0.097 

shower Kitchen_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head temperature=38.0 

 

 

shower Bath_geyser name=Bath_geyser 

shower Bath_geyser penetration=low 

shower Bath_geyser duration child=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Bath_geyser duration teen=11.1,11.1,11.1 

shower Bath_geyser duration homead=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Bath_geyser duration workad=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Bath_geyser duration senior=7.3,7.3,7.3 

shower Bath_geyser duration total=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Bath_geyser flow=0.147 

shower Bath_geyser temperature=38.0 

 

 

shower Bath_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head 

name=Bath_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head 

shower Bath_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head penetration=low 

shower Bath_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head duration child=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Bath_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head duration teen=11.1,11.1,11.1 
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shower Bath_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head duration homead=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Bath_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head duration workad=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Bath_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head duration senior=7.3,7.3,7.3 

shower Bath_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head duration total=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Bath_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head flow=0.135 

shower Bath_geyser_with_water_saving_shower_head temperature=38.0 

 

 

shower Mini_boiler name=Mini_boiler 

shower Mini_boiler penetration=low 

shower Mini_boiler duration child=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Mini_boiler duration teen=11.1,11.1,11.1 

shower Mini_boiler duration homead=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Mini_boiler duration workad=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Mini_boiler duration senior=7.3,7.3,7.3 

shower Mini_boiler duration total=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Mini_boiler flow=0.138 

shower Mini_boiler temperature=38.0 

 

 

shower Mini_boiler_with_water_saving_shower_head 

name=Mini_boiler_with_water_saving_shower_head 

shower Mini_boiler_with_water_saving_shower_head penetration=low 

shower Mini_boiler_with_water_saving_shower_head duration child=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Mini_boiler_with_water_saving_shower_head duration teen=11.1,11.1,11.1 

shower Mini_boiler_with_water_saving_shower_head duration homead=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Mini_boiler_with_water_saving_shower_head duration workad=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Mini_boiler_with_water_saving_shower_head duration senior=7.3,7.3,7.3 

shower Mini_boiler_with_water_saving_shower_head duration total=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Mini_boiler_with_water_saving_shower_head flow=0.130 

shower Mini_boiler_with_water_saving_shower_head temperature=38.0 

 

 

shower Combi_heater name=Combi_heater 

shower Combi_heater penetration=high 

shower Combi_heater duration child=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Combi_heater duration teen=11.1,11.1,11.1 

shower Combi_heater duration homead=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Combi_heater duration workad=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Combi_heater duration senior=7.3,7.3,7.3 

shower Combi_heater duration total=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Combi_heater flow=0.142 

shower Combi_heater temperature=38.0 

 

 

shower Combi_heater_with_water_saving_shower_head 

name=Combi_heater_with_water_saving_shower_head 

shower Combi_heater_with_water_saving_shower_head penetration=high 

shower Combi_heater_with_water_saving_shower_head duration child=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Combi_heater_with_water_saving_shower_head duration teen=11.1,11.1,11.1 

shower Combi_heater_with_water_saving_shower_head duration homead=8.0,8.0,8.0 

shower Combi_heater_with_water_saving_shower_head duration workad=8.0,8.0,8.0 
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shower Combi_heater_with_water_saving_shower_head duration senior=7.3,7.3,7.3 

shower Combi_heater_with_water_saving_shower_head duration total=8.5,8.5,8.5 

shower Combi_heater_with_water_saving_shower_head flow=0.123 

shower Combi_heater_with_water_saving_shower_head temperature=38.0 

 

 

% ktap 

ktap name=kitchen_tap 

ktap penetration=100.0 

ktap frequency one=10.100, 7.000 

ktap frequency two=12.700, 7.200 

ktap frequency three=12.800, 7.700 

ktap frequency four=13.100, 8.400 

ktap frequency five_or_more=13.500, 9.100 

ktap offset=0.0 

ktap dailypattern=pat_ktap 

 

 

ktap consumption name=consumption 

ktap consumption penetration=high 

ktap consumption duration=15.0 

ktap consumption flow=0.167 

ktap consumption temperature=10.0 

 

 

ktap dishes name=dishes 

ktap dishes penetration=average 

ktap dishes duration=45.0 

ktap dishes flow=0.250 

ktap dishes temperature=55.0 

 

 

ktap washing_hands name=washing_hands 

ktap washing_hands penetration=average 

ktap washing_hands duration=13.0 

ktap washing_hands flow=0.167 

ktap washing_hands temperature=10.0 

 

 

ktap other name=other 

ktap other penetration=low 

ktap other duration=48.0 

ktap other flow=0.167 

ktap other temperature=10.0 

 

 

% bath 

bath name=bath 

bath penetration one=28.0 

bath penetration two=45.0 

bath penetration three=53.0 

bath penetration four=54.0 
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bath penetration five_or_more=63.0 

bath frequency child=0.086,0.086,0.086 

bath frequency teen=0.051,0.051,0.051 

bath frequency homead=0.044,0.044,0.044 

bath frequency workad=0.044,0.044,0.044 

bath frequency senior=0.040,0.040,0.040 

bath frequency total=0.064,0.064,0.064 

bath offset=0.0 

bath dailypattern=NONE 

 

 

bath bath name=bath 

bath bath penetration=average 

bath bath duration=10.0 

bath bath flow=0.200 

bath bath temperature=40.0 

 

 

% brtap 

brtap name=bathroom_tap 

brtap penetration=100.0 

brtap frequency=4.100 

brtap offset=0.0 

brtap dailypattern=NONE 

 

 

brtap washing_shaving name=washing_shaving 

brtap washing_shaving penetration=low 

brtap washing_shaving duration=40.0 

brtap washing_shaving flow=0.083 

brtap washing_shaving temperature=38.0 

 

 

brtap brushing_teeth name=brushing_teeth 

brtap brushing_teeth penetration=average 

brtap brushing_teeth duration=15.0 

brtap brushing_teeth flow=0.083 

brtap brushing_teeth temperature=10.0 

 

 

% washingmachine 

washingmachine name=wm 

washingmachine penetration one=92.0 

washingmachine penetration two=98.0 

washingmachine penetration three=98.0 

washingmachine penetration four=98.0 

washingmachine penetration five_or_more=98.0 

washingmachine frequency one=0.320 

washingmachine frequency two=0.290 

washingmachine frequency three=0.290 

washingmachine frequency four=0.270 

washingmachine frequency five_or_more=0.290 
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washingmachine offset=0.0 

washingmachine dailypattern=pat_washingmachine 

 

 

washingmachine wm name=wm 

washingmachine wm penetration=average 

washingmachine wm pattern=washing machine pattern 

washingmachine wm temperature=10.0 

 

 

 

% dishwasher 

dishwasher name=dw 

dishwasher penetration one=24.0 

dishwasher penetration two=41.0 

dishwasher penetration three=53.0 

dishwasher penetration four=60.0 

dishwasher penetration five_or_more=75.0 

dishwasher frequency one=0.310 

dishwasher frequency two=0.280 

dishwasher frequency three=0.230 

dishwasher frequency four=0.220 

dishwasher frequency five_or_more=0.190 

dishwasher offset=0.0 

dishwasher dailypattern=pat_dishwasher 

 

 

dishwasher dw name=dw 

dishwasher dw penetration=average 

dishwasher dw pattern=dishwasher pattern 

dishwasher dw temperature=10.0 

 

 

% wc 

wc name=wc1 

wc penetration=100.0 

wc frequency child=3.800,5.400,4.600 

wc frequency teen=4.100,5.100,4.700 

wc frequency homead=7.000,7.000,7.000 

wc frequency workad=5.300,6.800,6.000 

wc frequency senior=7.400,6.800,7.200 

wc frequency total=5.3,6.4,5.983 

wc offset=0.0 

wc dailypattern=NONE 

 

 

wc wcHigh name=wcHigh 

wc wcHigh penetration=low 

wc wcHigh duration=3.6 

wc wcHigh flow=0.042 

wc wcHigh temperature=10.0 

wc wcHigh flushinterruption=0 
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wc wcNormalPlus name=wcNormalPlus 

wc wcNormalPlus penetration=average 

wc wcNormalPlus duration=3.6 

wc wcNormalPlus flow=0.042 

wc wcNormalPlus temperature=10.0 

wc wcNormalPlus flushinterruption=0.8 

 

wc wcNormal name=wcNormal 

wc wcNormal penetration=average 

wc wcNormal duration=3.6 

wc wcNormal flow=0.042 

wc wcNormal temperature=10.0 

wc wcNormal flushinterruption=0 

 

wc wcSavePlus name=wcSavePlus 

wc wcSavePlus penetration=high 

wc wcSavePlus duration=2.4 

wc wcSavePlus flow=0.042 

wc wcSavePlus temperature=10.0 

wc wcSavePlus flushinterruption=0.8 

 

wc wcSave name=wcSave 

wc wcSave penetration=low 

wc wcSave duration=2.4 

wc wcSave flow=0.042 

wc wcSave temperature=10.0 

wc wcSave flushinterruption=0 

 

 

wc name=wc2 

wc penetration=50.0 

wc frequency child=3.800,5.400,4.600 

wc frequency teen=4.100,5.100,4.700 

wc frequency homead=7.000,7.000,7.000 

wc frequency workad=5.300,6.800,6.000 

wc frequency senior=7.400,6.800,7.200 

wc frequency total=5.3,6.4,5.983 

wc offset=0.0 

wc dailypattern=NONE 

 

 

wc wcNormalPlus name=wcNormalPlus 

wc wcNormalPlus penetration=average 

wc wcNormalPlus duration=3.6 

wc wcNormalPlus flow=0.042 

wc wcNormalPlus temperature=10.0 

wc wcNormalPlus flushinterruption=0.8 

 

wc wcNormal name=wcNormal 

wc wcNormal penetration=average 

wc wcNormal duration=3.6 
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wc wcNormal flow=0.042 

wc wcNormal temperature=10.0 

wc wcNormal flushinterruption=0 

 

wc wcSavePlus name=wcSavePlus 

wc wcSavePlus penetration=high 

wc wcSavePlus duration=2.4 

wc wcSavePlus flow=0.042 

wc wcSavePlus temperature=10.0 

wc wcSavePlus flushinterruption=0.8 

 

wc wcSave name=wcSave 

wc wcSave penetration=low 

wc wcSave duration=2.4 

wc wcSave flow=0.042 

wc wcSave temperature=10.0 

wc wcSave flushinterruption=0 

 

 

% ostap 

ostap name=outside_tap 

ostap penetration=58.0 

ostap frequency=0.440 

ostap offset=0.0 

ostap dailypattern=NONE 

 

 

ostap garden name=garden 

ostap garden penetration=high 

ostap garden duration=600.0 

ostap garden flow=0.200 

ostap garden temperature=10.0 

 

 

ostap other name=other 

ostap other penetration=low 

ostap other duration=300.0 

ostap other flow=0.200 

ostap other temperature=10.0 

 

 

PATTERN:pat_shower:daily_pattern shower (see demo_house_manual.spg) 

 

PATTERN:pat_ktap:daily_pattern ktap (see demo_house_manual.spg) 

 

PATTERN:pat_washingmachine:daily_pattern washingmachine (see demo_house_manual.spg) 

 

PATTERN:washing machine pattern:washingmachine pattern (see demo_house_manual.spg) 

 

PATTERN:pat_dishwasher:daily_pattern dishwasher (see demo_house_manual.spg) 

 

PATTERN:dishwasher pattern:dishwasher pattern (see demo_house_manual.spg) 
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